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Fig. 1. Shorthorn Steer, " Roan Jim," an International champion, 1908.

Fig. 2. Aberdeen Angus Steer, Champion Ontario Wintpr Fair, 1908. li
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3. A Choice Beef Bullock.
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lean meat to secure a high degree of excellence without waste.
flavour and tenderness a certain proportion of fat is necessary
incorporated with the flesh or lean meat rather than appear or
the muscles. The great secret in producing a carcase of beef iý
in such a way that the fat grows with it during the entire pei
It is unfortunately the too common practice of Canadian beef r
the fat that an animal carries in the course of a few months. Mi
in this way is deposited on the outside of the carcass; it is la,
useful for little else than tallow. The carcass that dresses out
streaks of fat throughout the lean tissue commands the highest
regarded as much of a delicacy as the finest turkey or lamb. ThE
of prime quality is to maintain the animal in good condition b,
feeding froin birth to maturity. Then the finishing period is
and the carcass produces the highly desirable marbled· beef.

It will be gathered that the requirements of both the fee,
must be considered in the selection or breeding of the most r
feeder must have in his animal good bone, roomy paunch and
while to the butcher's steer these parts have no particular va
these that much waste occurs. Giving the requirements of botl
due consideration a standard of perfection has been built up in
the animal is afforded a numerical value according to its import
score-card agreed upon by many of the foremost denionstrator
animal husbandry will be of value to students who desire to bec
judging of beef cattle.

Fia. 4.-POIN'rs OF BEEF (rTLE. Sms Virw.
1. Muzzle. 17. Shoulder. 29. IHind
2. Mouth. 18. Point of ahoulder. 30. unde
3. Nostril. 19. Armi. 41. Hip,
7. Eve. 20. Shank. 32. Rung
. Ear. 21. Brisket. 33. Tailhi

9. PoIl. 22. Topline. 3. Butt,
10. Horn. , 23. Crops. 36. Tl'gt
I. Neck. · 25. Ribs, or barrel. 8. Hook.
12. Throat. 26. Foretiank. 40. Navel
14. Top of erest, orinck. 27. Back or chine.
16. Top of shoulder. 28. Loin.



ýad broad, full. .
nedium size, fine texture..
fine texture, oval, medium size. ....

thick, short, throat lean. .

ler vein, full. .
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Hindquarters:-13.
Hips, smoothly covered, distance apart in proportion with other parts.. 2
Rump, long, wide, even; tail head smooth, not patchy. 2
Pin bones, not prominent, far apart. .
Thighs, full, deep, wide. .2
Twist, deep, plump .. .. .. .. 2
Purse, full, indicating fleshiness.. 2
Legs, straight, short; shank fine, smooth. 2

Total.. . 100

COMMERCIAL CUTS OF A PRTME BULLOCK.

A prime bullock weighing about 1,400 pounds will dress out a carcass of about
800 pounds. The accompanying diagram shows the divisions of the carcass into the
several cuts as understood by the trade. Cattle of a lower grade yield a smaller per-
centage of loin and rib than the diagram shows and these parts from such an animal
also sell for a lower price per pound. The diagram shows about the retail selling price
of the different cuts fron a prime well-bred steer. The following paragraphs describe
the location and use of each of the several cuts:-

Fo. 6.-DIiAGRAM SHOWING CARcAsS Crs.
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,huck.-The lower eight or ten inches of that portion marked chuel
3 trade as the 'clod.' This lies just above the brisket and extends up t
:m of the neck. This is eut mostly for pot roasts and contains much
of the chuck is eut into steaks, the bet portions being on the end nei
The portion next to the neck usually sells for pot roasts or boiling.

Plate.-The plate is the lower portion of the carcass below the ribs
overing of the belly. It is mostly used for boiling but contains some
Brisket.-This takes in the portion between the shank and the clo<
of the chuck. It is a very fleshy piece with some heavy bone, but mal
s or boiling meat.
fiank.-That portion of the shank from the knee or heel to the eu
r, though coarse, and is mostly used for boiling. The lower part is Y
;inew and is for soup and boiling. lu the forelegs this is called the
Reck.-This part usually sells with a part of the chuck and is fit
ag. It is fleshy but coarse.
;irloin ends.-In some markets the ende of the sirloin and T-bone at
:lown into the flank, are eut off at the point where the flesh widens a
-ately. These ends are coarser than the loin meat, but properly co<
as any part of the animal.
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unevenly distributed. They had short horns, good handling qualities, and in colour
were generally rel, white or roan, or occasionally showing a yeRowish tinge. It wiR
thus be seen that the breed at hiis date possessed many of the dominant char-
acteristies of modern Shorthorn, but they needed the guiding hand of the master
breeder to overcome their defeats and to intensify and perpetuate their inherent good
qualities.

The irst systematie improvement of the breed, of which we have any reliable
record, was conducted by the ColUin Brothers (Charles and Robert) during the last
two decades of the 18th century; although it ie well known that many herds of
excellent eattle, carefully selected and well bred, existed prior to that time. Private
records were kept by several owners and some of these date back two centuries.

About 1788, these brothers, after a careful sftudy of the methods of breeding
practised by that pioneer experimenter in this ield, Robert Bakewell of Dishley Hal,
Leicestershire, in improving Leicester sheep and Longhorn eattle, begau laying the
foundation of their Shorthorn herds, Robert Colling at 'Bampton' and Charles at
'Ketton,' illustrious names in Shorthorn history. On the former herd of seventeen
select eows, the bull ' Hubback' was for a few years used with remarkable results.
From this herd sprung such noted families as the 'Princesses' 'Red Roses, 'Bright
Eyes,' ' Wildair,' etc., and among the great sires produced were: 'Punch,' 'Ben' twin
brother to 'Ben,' ' Coling's White Bull,' ' Marske,' ' North Star' and 'Phenomenon?
The 'Ketton' herd was founded on what was afterwards said to be four of the best
cows in England, of which were 'Duchess,' the progenitor of that famous family sa
closely identided -with the name of Thes. Bates, and Lady Maynard. From his
brother, Charles got the bull 'Hubback' but sold him again after only two years'
use. showing that neither of the brothers appreciated theworth of this bull, although
it is undoubtedly to his innfuence that the dirat great improvement of the breed May
be traced. Many Shorthorn pedigrees run back to the 'Ketton' herd, where such
wonderful sires as ' Foljambe, 'Favourite, and 'Camet' were produced.

The Colling brothers were shrewd business men and early saw the advantage of
bringing the merits of their eattle before the publie. One of their advertisements
was the selling of the 'Durham Ox' by 'Favourite' to John Day, who for six years
exhibited him throughout England and Scotland. At ten years of age this ox weighec
some 2,400 pounds. Later, Robert Colling's pure bred free Martin heifer, known as
the 'White Heifer that Travelled' weighing about 2,500 pounds was dtted and sent
through the neighbouring counties.

The practice of hiring out bulls to breeders was another means adopted te ad-
vertise the breed. Finally, the high prices realized at the Collings' dispersion sales in
1810 and 1820 not only widely advertised the breed but greatly inerensed its popu-
larity.

In-and-in breeding had been closely followed by the Collings with, as bas been
intimated, marvellous improvement to the breed, but the early dispersion of the
' Ketton' herd would indicate that the founder had grave misgivings as to the future
under the continuanee of such a policy. While the blood of these two her was
extensively used for the improvement of many other herds, two names stand out Con-
spieuously, the Booths and Thos. Bates, founders of diferent types, regarding the
respective merits of which, the most intense rivalry existed for hal£ a century.

The Booths at 'Killerby' and 'Wariaby' struck off on an independent line to
improve on the work of the Collinge but largely used Collinge' bulla. They aimed to
produce a thiek dleshed, easily fattened animal, without particular reference to
milk production, or to that style so much emphasized by their rival Bates, Who, on
the other hand, insisted on beautiful form, stylish earriage, and good milking qualities.

Space forbids even a summary of the wonderful achievements of these master
breeders- tribes and families were founded, sires of the mest impressive prepotence
were produced. The Booths with their 'Braclets?' 'Necklaces,? 'Mantilinia?, 'Blos-
soms?' ' Farewells,? 'Moss Roses,' and 'Lady Fragrants,? and the produce of such hulla
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Fig. 7. Shkorthorn Bull, aged 3 yearn and 2 months, 'Chiddîngtone Malcolm,»

Fig. 8 " Tffman's Duke,,' a famnous aire, bred, reared and used iu Manitoba.
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Fig. 9, " Marchioness," a Champion Shorthorn at Winnmpeg Exhibition.

Fig. 10. Shorthorn Cow "Sweetheart," a Champion at the Royal Show of England.

Fig. 11. Shorthorns on a Saskatchewan Stock Farm.

--------------- E- -
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Fig. 12. Champion Abtrdetn-.Angus Heîfer at British ghows.

Fig. 14. Aherdeen-Anwii. Bull" Wizard of M.\aramore,"4ka Scottîsh Champion.

Fig. 13. AgrOuP OfAngus Heifeý-rs rearedin $S"katchewan.
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Fig. 15. Hereford Heifer, " Ashleaf IIL"

Fig. 16. Hereford Bull "Happy Christmas," head of a Manitoba herd.
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When the leading and prominent breeders follow one particular line of breeding,
or a certain type becomes fashionable, the rank and file are sure to full into line.
In these latter days the '8eots' type has almost become a fad; size, style, and milk-
ing qualities have to some extent been lost. It is, however, a fact worthy of note
that some of the prominent breeders of Great Britain are introducing Bates' blood
as a top cross on the Scots in order to revive these most valuable qualities, and some
such course seems absolutely essential if this noble breed is to hold its own as the
'farmers' cow?

Characteristies.

The Shorthorn is unquestionably the mest popuilar breed of cattle in the world
to-day, as vell as the most cosmopolitan. 'They are hardy and thrifty, have sise,
without coarseness, are kindly and docile, readily taking on flesh, which is of good
quality and distributed evenly and smoothly on the most valuable parts of the
caress. They mature early, are fairly good grazers and make excellent feeders;
standing even long periods of forced feeding well. They cross well with other prite
breeds and are unexcelled for improving common cattle, imparting aise, quality and
early maturity, improving the fattening properties, and frequently the milking
qualities.

Like other breeds they have defects. In some strains, families and herds, are
animals of impaired constitution and tendencies towards sterility, resulting from too
close breeding, highly artideial treatment, accompanied with poorly ventilated housingand excessive show yard dtting.

Not only is the Shorthorn a beef producing animal holding its own with the
most highly developed special purpose beef breeds, but many families possess the
double characteristié of being deep milkers also, They are undoubtedly the -best
milkers of the beef breeds and are frequently spoken off as a dual or general purpose
breed Away b he early days of the breed's history they were known as good
nilkers. In 1810, Chas. Colling reserved firom his dispersion sale the eow 'Mag-dalena 1 by 'Comet' which, as a milker, would be eligible for a place among record
brekrs. She gave 32 quarts a day on ordinary feed. That this important trait has
not been entirely lost, the following statisties gathered from reliable sources are
quoted .to show what this popular and useful breed can do as milk and butter pro-
ducers:-

Pure Bred Shorthornm. Age Milk. Butter. Owner.

Rose o Gesä

Lbs. b.
Daringon ui;. .................. 9 9,657 b«5 C. .F.Ota .
Campbell . -. , ....... .8 9,603 1-8s x.Sn

M .. ........ 12 74.30 423 I.E . ta a

Arnerioa....... 3«734 X).Sn

Niaggie HughýB ......... 7, -V,4 W oa
Jane. .... ..... . - . ..... 5 5),840 4 1 U a
m a ... ..... .... ..... ..... 10 7,saa; W s
= ofay ... .. ... ... . ..... . . .. 9 5,774 3 5* ýTa

Glen ide .._ ........ ....... _ 8 18,075 6 4«7 a ti e n

48 - . ... O......

ff5- Iowa a
4019Uah-2



The Breed in Canada.

Shorthorn cattle were imported to this continent before the e
oentury, but it was not until 1825 that they were brought into (
year four bulls were imported into New Brunswick by the Boai
that province. Judge Robert Arnold, of St. Catherines, Ont., 'a
breeder of Shorthorns in Canada. In 1832 he purchased from C
Harlem, New York, the cow ' Countess-782? From her he reare
ing 'Leopold-761' and 'Wellington-1154,' which became famou
dlants of this cow are widely scattered over this continent. In tl
Mr. G. W. Smith, of St. Thomas, Ont., imported a eow and a bu]
soon disposed of them to breeders. The following year (1833), si
were brought out by Roland Wingfield, an Englishman, who E
them to John Howitt of Guelph. This lot ineluded 'Lily-30
408,' which yielded several heifers to whom many ëanadian Shoi
that time forward importation increased year by year. Robert W
Adam Fergusson of Woodhill, F. Boyd of Young street, Toroni
John Simpson of Newmarket, Col. Burrows of Brantford, W:
Ralph Wade, Sr., of Port Hope and a number of others had al
prior to 1850. Soon after that date importing on a large scale.wE
Ashton of Galt, brought out a large shipment in 1854, which
Markham, Wm. Miller of Claremont and F. W. Stone of Guelpl
port Shorthorns. Among the aninals brought out at that time
bull 'John O'Gaunt 2nd-140,' ' Beauty-30,' 'Lady Jane-281,'
-,304,' 'Miss Syme-369,' 'Young Snowdrop-564,' ' Red Rêse--
-460' and many others whose names appear in the pedigrees oi

nieuiers.



Registration was commenced in Canada about 1854, but, it was not until 1867
that a Herd Book was printed. This Book, known as the Canadien Herd Book, ad-
mitted the Pedigrees of fenales having four and males having ve registered top
Orosses. In 1881 the British American Shorthorn Association was organized. By
this body the rules of entry were changed, admitting for registration only such animals
as traced directly to stock imported from Great Britain A few years later the Dom-
inion Shorthorn Breeders' Association absorbed the two former Herd Books, and in
1887 the tiret volume of the Dominion Shorthorn Herd Book appeared. Up to Decem-
ber, 1909, twenty-six volumes containing the pedigrees of 77,670 males and 89,882
females bad been issued.

TE ABEDEN ANGUS.

Aberdeen Angus cattle, as found in herds scattered over the beef raising
couÜtries, occupy a prominent place among the beef producing breeds of the
world. Although descended from dairy stock of no mean quality its inking
Powers have been rather negleeted wltile meat production bas been made the dret object
of the adherents of the breed. It is therefore not astonishing that the Aberdeen-
Angus breed has fought its way in reeent years to many championships in fat stock
show rings on both aides of the International boundary and of the Atlantie.

While the breed possesses a comparatively long and honourable history, it is
within a space of less than forty years that the native cattle of Angus and Aberdeen
have spread to distant continents, where they now command the esteem of ranchmen
and farmems. On the ranches of Canada and the United States, es well as the estancias
Of Argentina, the veldts of South Africa, and the grazing areas of Australia and New
Zeuad, there may to-day be found feeding and echoing back to its native land freshi
laurels as their merits beeome known.

The history Of the improvement of the breed which extended over the gmeater
part.of the nineteenth eentury may be regarded as really that of the breed, for it
was in the course of its improvement that the breed aequired distinctness and ixity,
chie y i theuhands of a few eminently aMWul men.

Historians of the breed place the name of Hlugh Watson of Keillor in the front
rank of improvers of the polled eattle of Forfarahire and Aberdeenshire. Mr. Watson,
born in 1780, commenced farming on hie own account at Kefller in 1898 wiith half a
dozen of the best and blackest cows and a bull from hie father's stock. In the samie
year he added to his herd ten'heifers of various colours and a black bull named 'Tarnty
Joak,' the st ' Jook' of the Keillor herd. With this stock the foundation of his herd
was well and truly laid. Two years later Mr. Watson'-commenced exhibiting his eattle
and other stock at the leading shows, and during his lifetime he is credited with win-
ning for various kinds of stock in England,-Ireland, Scotland and France upwards of

L 500 Premiums. In 1829 hie competed at the Highland Society Show and the.
Smaithfield Club Show, after which the results of the block test added greatly to the
rising fame of the breed.

The sire whieh was aceounted to have exerted the greatest influence in his herd
was 'Old Jock,? registered as No. 1 in the Herd Book, fourth in the direct male line
descended from 'Tarney Jock,? already referred to and described by his breeder's

3 son, as in his breeder's opinion, the best bull he had ever bred, a grand grazing animal,
E of iron constitution, and superlative quality. As a yearling in 1843 he won dirst
1 honours of the Hlighland Society, and again in 1846, and at ten years of age the.Sweep.

s takes award.
3 Of the female polls at Kelllor, *'The Prince Cow?' registered as ' Old Grannio

NO. V/ was distinguiahed on account of hier longevity, fecundity, and excellence as
a breeder. She died of old age in the middle of her 86th year after yielding 26 ealves.
Hler laSt son 'H1ugh-180' calved in her 29th year, proved a famous sire in the herd

32-2ý



nas Ferguson of Kinochtry. A four-year-old ox, son of '0Old Grannie,' w,
cell Challenge Cup at Belfast, and afterwards, becoming the property of t
Consort, was put to the plough at Windsor, where he died when past the a
lteen years.
itemporary with Mr. Watson was Mr. Bowie, Mains of Kelly, who establish
>f Angus polls within a year or two of the founding of the Keillor herd. TI
ntinued by Mr. Bowie's son, stands out in the history of the breed as the sour
of the most influiential sires in other distinguished herds, including those

1 of Southesk, at Kinnaird Castle, and Mr. Wm. WCombie of Tillyfour
nshire.

breed made very substantial progress in Scotland until 1859 and succeedil
-hen some of the most famous herds of the day were wiped out, or great
d, by outbreaks of Foot and Mouth disease and Pleuro Pneumonia. Wh
ýrious circumstances set the breed back its merits have become sufficieni
ed to insure its ultimate success. It is impossible to give more than a ve
nes of men who were prominently associated with the history of the breE
Mustard, Ruxton, Ferguson of Kinochtry, Scott of Balwyllo, Aylmer, Piersc
treh'd. White of Scott, Col. Delgairns and others have all contributed thf
-ected energies in the history of progress of the Angus. Then there w
Walker of Portlethen, Wm. Fullerton and others in whose herds famous bu

light. In Mr. Walker's herd, founded in 1818, there was bred the celebrat
[ule-305. The building of Mr. Walker's stock was assisted by 'Banks
ý,' 'Andrew-8,' calved in 1847, the sire of 'Young Andrew-9,' one of wh<
ýaglan of Portlethen-208,' took 3rd honours at the great Paris Show in 185
be second prize was adjudged to 'Marquis-212,' bred by Hugh Watson; t
e to M'Combie's 'Hauton-228' bred by Alex. Bowie,' and described by A
»ie as one of the fortunes of his herd. Historians of the breed refer to ma
orthy breeders among whom was George Brown of Westertown, Fochaba
re distinct evidence of a power if not indeed amounting to that of a genii
ied a mental type to which he worked towards an ideal. Unfortunately, wh
built up a grand herd, famous for its show ring victories, it was by an oi
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and five, in 1875, 1877 and 1879, respectivly. Then came the organization of thte
Poiled Cattle Society, who commenced a new series of the Herd Book, which was
published as Vol. 1, new series in 1881. The book commences with ' Old Jock' of the
bulle and 'Old Grannie' of the cows, both numbered 1, and bred by Hugh Watson of
Keillor.

From the organization of the association the interests of the breed advanced
rapidly, until in Volume No. 32, published by the Polled Cattle Society of Scotland,
in 1907, there are registered 1,162 bulls and 1,674 cows and heifers, bringing the total
bulls up to 27,662 and of cows and heifers up to 43,173. Simultaneously pedigree
registration had been going on in this continent. The Ainerican Aberdeen-Angus
Breeders' Association in 1886 issued Volume 1, containing 5,200 entries. This
association up to March, 1909, had issued 18 volumes of the lerd Book containing
the pedigrees of 124,500 animals.

Aberdeen-Angus cattle were flrst recorded in Canada in 1882 by the late Henry
Wade, secretary of the Ontario Live Stock Associations at that time. Registration
went on without interruption for two years .when all pedigrees and other manuscript
prepared for publication were destroyed by fire. Following this disaster many Cana-
dian breeders cast in their lot with the American Association, others continuing to
record at Toronto. In 1906 the present Canadian Aberdeen-Angus Association was
incorporated under Dominion Act. The rules of entry were made to correspond with
those of the American Association, with the additional requirement that all living
animals not recorded in the American Record be inspected. The work of inspection
was Carried out in 1906 and 1907 by Mr. James Bowman of Guelph, Ont., who was
nominated by the Canadian Association. The cost of inspection was defrayed by the
Federal Department of Agriculture. The first volume of the Herd Book, containing
the pedigrees of 2,693 animals, was closed early in 1908. Up to the end of 1909,
1,118 additional pedigrees had been recorded.

The Breed on this Continent.

Comparatively few Angus herds had been established outside of Scotland prior te
1870, but ten years later the breed was to be found in large numbers not only in
England and Ireland but also in Canada, Australia, the United States, and a number
of European countries. To Professor Brown, President of the Ontario Agricultural
College, is credited the flrst importation of the breed to this continent. That was in
1876, when a bull and two females were added to the farni stock of the College.' The
records of Prof. Brown's experiments show that the Angus held its own well as com-
pared with Shorthorns, Herefords and Devons in the important respects of feeding,
nmilking, and early maturity. Soon afterwards herds were established by Mr. Whin-
feid of Quebee, Hon. J. H. Pope, M. H. Cochrane of Hillburst, John Gray of London,
Mossomi Boyd of Bobeaygeon, and other well known Canadian breeders. At this
time the breed was making even greater strides in the United States, where there are
at the present time probably a thousand breeders of the Doddies.

In Canada the breed is spread from Prince Edward Island to British Columbia.
One of the best herds of the day is to be found in the 'Garden of the Gulf'; and
there are many fine herds in Ontario. In the west one berd consists of upwards of
llve hundred bead, and there are many herds in Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta,
ranging from 20 to 40 animals.

Charaoteristics.

The Aberdeen-Angus is almost wholly black. Other colours, including brown,
red and white markings, which were common in the early years of the breed's history,
have become rare. The bead, enomparatively small in proportion to the sise of the
body, is hornlms, and has the tapering top somiewhat of sugar loaf form. as seen from
the front-haracteristie of the polled breeds. The head across the eyes is broad while



the lower part of the face is of medium length, with features terminating in a con-
paratively broad muzzle and flanged with widely expanded nostrils. The whole facial
expression is refined and full of character, indicative of careful breeding. The ears,
which are alertly carried, are of fully medium size and well clothed with hair. The
general contour of the body is fittingly described by Wm. Housman in ' Cattle Breeda
Rnd Management' in the following language:-

'In harmony with the refined ioulding of the cow's head and face, is the elegance,
scarcely absolute lightness, but rather neatness, of the 'throat and fore-part of the
neck of the high-class cow. The head is indeed very prettily set on, and between the
thick beefy part of the neck next the body, and the head the tapering throat enhances
the gracefulness of the animal's style. In the bull, the muscle of the neck, big and
rounded, rising from the shoulder gradually to the top of the arch, wbence the outline
descends to the head, gives a stout masculine character. The female, according to
lier posture, has the line of the neck more or less nearly horizontal from the shoulder-
top to the head, which is sometimes carried stylishly high as she walks, but more
conmonly at ease neither elevated nor drooping. On the whole, there is much of that
which is aptly enough termed smartness or gaiety, in the character and carriage of
the breed, without any excess of it in the direction of undesirable restlessness; neither
is it enhanced by height. The body indeed is deep, but the legs fine in bone, being
also short, do not raise it higli froin the ground, and the fully proportionate length of
frame, and the roundness of the rib, reduce the effect of the depth of side. The animal
consequently looks ismaller than its weight proves it to be. The shoulders and hips, in the
best representative specimens of the breed, are snugly laid in and covered, the crops and
loin thickly packed with solid flesh, which is continued over the hind quarters, but not
so thick as in some other breeds. It is not that there is a want of muscular
furnishing from the hip to the tail, but that the flesh on the hind quarters is so
free from superfluous fat as to slope off smooth and rounded into the thick and heavy
thigh without break or distinguishing line. The body, therefore, perhaps as nearly
approaches to the fori of the proverbial gun-barrel as that of any other breed. The
deeply covered neck-vein, the thick leaf of flesh under the floor of the chest, extending
between the fore-legs to the brisket, and the ample substance of flank, twist and thigh,also show the generous tendency to make flesh on every part of the frame which has no
bone in its structure.'

In fat stock show competitions the Aberdeen-Angus has maintained a prominent
place in both live classes and block tests. Year after year it has had to be reckoned
with in i ternational and iational championships, which have frequently been won
by the pure bred or the grade Doddie. This has been true not only at the shows ofGreat Britain, but also at the Chicago International and Canadian Winter Fairs.

THE HEREFORD.

The Hereford, like the Devon, each named from the shire in which it was originallyfound, was evolved from the native cattle of the south and west of England. Thesecattle were generally dark-red or brown in colour and like the Devons of to-dayactive and sprightly in appearance. The present colour markings of the breed areattributed by some to Lord Seudmore's importation from Flanders prior to 1671.Others claim it was due to a white faced bull, brought down from the Tees Valle rShorthorn country mn 1760 by Wm. Galliers. It is probable that this bull besides inparting his own ma-rkings to his progeny, also helped to increase the size of thecattle.
Herefordshire, being fertile and well watered, has rich nutritious pastures whichwould account to some extent for the increase in size of the breed. Early in the18th century the Hereford cattle were esteemed as superior oxen for draught purposes.They worked well till even fifteen years old and then fattened. They also had acquiredthe tendency to fatten readily and were quickly picked up by graziers who took them



nearer to London and other cities where they were dnished for the block. Marshall,
writing of the breed in,1788 says: 'I have seen three year old heifers of this breed

very deshy, much fatter than any heifers of that age of any other breed, the spayed
heifers of Norfolk excepted?

The firet breeder of note to undertake the improvement of these eattle was Benj.
Tomkins, Jr., who commenced in 1770 and continued tiU 1812. Benjamin Tomkins

Sr., Tully, Hnight Skyrme and Galliers were also prominent among the early un-
Provers of the breed but to Benjamin Tomkins, Jr., really belongs the credit of bring-
ing their merits before the public.

Following Tomkins and using his stock as a foundation to build upon, came
John Price of Ryall. He at firet attempted to inerease the size of his eattle by using

larger sires from the herd of Mr. Walker. The eross, however, proved unsatisfactory
and having disposed of aU the animals so bred ha returned to the pure Tomkins strain.

Mr. Price continued to breed Herefords till 1841, so that for seventy years the Tomkins
eattle were bred continuously without the introduction of outside biood.

Both Tomkins and Price, like the improvers of other breeds at that period, followed

a system of very close in-breeding. This system reduced the size of their eattle but

Produced animals of superior quality, smooth in outline, fine iu bone, and compara-
tively easy to fatten. As a natural consequence too, of the intensideation of blood

lines, their progeny became very prepotent. Neither men paid any attention to
colour. Tomkins had three wel1 mnarked colours in his herd. The Pigeons were either

gray or roan, the Mottles were so called from their mottled faces while the Silvers

were red with white markings, much like those of to-day. One of his favourites,
'Silver Bull-41' was of this later strain but he considered his thers equally good.
The present uniformity of colour and markings are largely due to the eforts of Juo.
Hewer, one of Price's contemporaries. It is doubtful if he would have been suecessful
but that his rival's cattle were sold to go out of the country while his own were kept
at home. His practice of hiring out bulls also had much to do with the fial pre
doninence of his favourite colour, red with white markings as we have a to-day. He
did much also to improve the size of his eattle. His aim was to produce large animals

with as much seale as possible. One of his bulls, ' The General' weighed, when full

grOwn, 8,640 pounds.
Unlike the Shorthorn families that are named from the dam, the great families

Of Herefords are named after the sires. This does away with so many smal familis
The three principal ones are the Lord Wtons, Amxeties and Grove 3rds.

'Lord Wilton' (4740), was bred by Wi. Tudge of Adfordton i the year 1878.
Ilis aire was 'Sir Roger,' dam 'Lady Claire' and he had the blood of the great bulls,
' Sir Benjamin' and ' Carbonel' twice over combined in his veins. This buoR proved

a phenomenal sire in different berds. 'Anxiety' (5188) was ealved in 1876, the

property of T. J. Carwardine of Stoetonbury. His sie was 'Longhorns' (4711) and
his dam the celebrated prise cow ' Helena.' Thi bu was dfewards brouh to

Chicago, UT.S.A., where he sired among othr _' Anxiety 4th? The Anxiety fanDy

came from one of the best bred herds in Bngland. Between the years 1873 and 1883

Carwardine cattle won more prises than any other herd in the land. 'Grove 3rd'

(5051), was bred by Benjamin Rogers, ' The Grove' in 1874. He was sired þy that

excellent buRi ' Horace'1 (3s77) and out, of the cow 'Blossom ' by Sir Thomas, grand-

sire of ' Lord Wilton, and thus connected wiah the famouis ' Sir Benjamin?' ' Grove

3rd' had no superior, if an equal, as a sire of prise stock.

As early as 1817, twenty-ne years before the aret volume of the English Herd
Book was established, Herefords were taken to Amedeca. Thee sa imoratin

foRlowed but it was not till 1860 when P. W. Stone of Guelph, began to import that

any number of these cattle were brought into the country. Siee tdat ine the bred

has made steady prgesepcaly in theH ragountr frmedws, ca oe

outmal wth eav frnnd urt a ..nd u .nvribl shrýMih hina anarters. Befone
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this time and for years after they were bred for milk production and draught pur-
poses. This latter purpose was largely the cause of the extra development of front
quarter§.

Of late years the aim of the breeders has been to raise cattle with lighter, finer
front quarters and longer better fieshed hind quarters, The rather prorninent hooks
of the past are now quite smooth and the distance between is much less, while the loin
and ribs are well fleshed. Next to the Angus the Hereford comes nearest to the egg-
shaped, rear-end conformation and finish.

In the time of Tomkins and Tully the colours were roan, gray or red with white
markings and even to-day the Herd Book does not call for any standard colour, but red
with white markings as described in the scale of points is the colour preferred by the
great majority of breeders

Slowly but steadily the 'Bald Faces' bave made their way among the other
breeds. They readily adapt themselves to varying conditions and changes of climate
being equally at home in the cold northern or warmer southern ranges or in the stables
of the east of this continent. As a breed they are hardly as large as the Shorthorns
yet individuals have weighed as much. They are excellent feeders, but under long
continued heavy feeding theY are inclined to become patchy. However, it is for their
grazing qualities that they have always been fanous, not only in their own shire but
>ver t United Kingdom and later over the plains of the Great Northwest of America.
On the ranches they rustle well and are able to do without water for a long time.
Another trait that is particularly noteworthy is the care the dams take of their calves;
never leaving them to the attacks of wild animals.

The meat of the Hereford is tender and juicy and well marbled but rather coarser
in texture than that of the Galloway. The milking properties, once fairly good are
niow much impaired through the way they have been managed. On the ranches they
usually milk long enough to raise a calf well but they are easily dried off and rarely
have any udder troubles-traits that commend thei particularly to the rancher.

They are good breeders, often breeding to an advanced age even when subjected
to high pressure feeding. When used on the common stock of the country Hereford
sires impart, vigour, size, grazing and fattening qualities to their progenv.

Pedigree registration on this continent has reached bigh numbers, more especially
in the United States where thirty-three volumes, containing the pedigrees of some
325,000 animals, have been issuéd. In Canada registration comnenced about 1880,
but it was not until 1899 that the first volume of the Herd Book was issued. Since
then five books have been completed, and up to the end of 1909, 9,329 pedigrees had1
been registered.

THE GALL WAY.

By David McCrae.

The district known as Galloway, in the southeast of Scotland, and now con-
prising Kircudbright and Wigtonshire gave its name to the hardy, hornless breed of
beef cattle that have for many centuries been bred in considerable numbers on the
uplands and rough pasturage of the district. The true Galloway is a hardy, well-
shaped, profitable beef animal. Its body is long, deep and round; back straight and
broad; leg short and stout; foot large; the coat of hair shaggy and black, with often
a brownish tinge. Of all the hornless breeds, it has tee oldest record. In herds it
can be fed and handled like a flock of sheep, when carefully and kindly treated.

Much has been written about the origin of polled cattle; scientists have claimed
one or other of the wild breeds as their progenitors. How or when the first were
domesticated is unknown. Whether or not Jabel, the father of such as had cattle,
had polled cows amongst his first'herd, is not known, but it is known that pollel
cattle were described by Heroditus who wrote over 2,300 years ago. Heroditus says
that the domestic cattle of the Scythians were without horns. Galloway was early
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inhabited by the Piets, and Bede, one of the earliest English historians, known as the
Venerable Bede, says: 'The nation of Piets, coming (as reported) out of Seythia,'
what more likely then that from Seythia they brought their hornless eattle, and that
these were the progenitors of the modern Galloway breed. Long before the union
between England and Scotland considerable numbers of Galloway eattle were taken
south to be fatted on the richer pastures of England. Their beef, of excellent quality,
mottled and marbled, the fat and lean intermixed, gave them a famous name in the
old days. In 1723, the author of 'A Journey Through Seotland' says lie saw a thou-
sand bullocks grazing in one park in preparation for the markets in Norfolk and'
Sufolk. Dairying and cheesemaking have invaded the old home of the Galloway,
and it would now be hard to fnd a flook of a thousand in that section. They are still
in the front of good beef-producers and at the Smithfleld and other fat stock shows
have taken a good place. A Galloway steer was recently returned as the Grand Cham-
Pion of the Smithldeld Show.

A considerable importation of Galloways was made in 1858 by Messrs. Graham of
Vaughan, York county, near Toronto. Records were not kept by the Board-of 4gri-
culfure till 1872. The descendants of that first importation are stili numerous, and
good enough to yet win in our larger shows. Geo. Miller, Markham; John Snell;
Edmonton, Ont., (now Snelgrove); Wm. Hood and Thomas McCrae of Guelph, were
alo early and extensive breeders. The latter made many importations, and sa far-
reaching were his sales that, at the recent sales at the International Show, in Chicago,
1909, every animal but one in the scale was traced to stock at one time in this Canadian
herd.

In 1871, J. N. Smith and R B. Caruss, of Michigan, came to Canada and pur-
chased herds of Galloways. Shortly after, Peter Davy, of Wisconsin; M. R. Platt
and A. B. Matthews of Kansas City, and J. McHardy of Emporia, Kns bought
lerds and the descendants of these animals are now widely scattered over many of the
United States. The latest success of the Galloways is that of the United States Gov-
ernment Farm, in Alaska, where, after a trial of several breeds, the Galloways have
been selected as the best fitted for that northern post, and they are now using themi
for dairy purpose, as well as for beef animals.

Galloways are naturally polled. So marked is this polled character that the pro-
duce of a pure-bred GalRoway bul with any other breed of horned cattle almost in-
variably gives polled calves. No other breed of polled cattle will equal the Galloway
in this respect. Galloway cows crossed with a white Shorthorn bull produce the
celebrated ' blue-greys,' the most famous feeding animals in that land. From this cross
all animals are fed for the butcher. They not only feed economically .but produe
the highest quality of beef.

Al improvement of the breed has come from within, by careful seleetion, and in
recent years the advance in quality las been marked. Attempts at improving by
crossl'g with other breeds, which have been often tried, have al failed. In the
Canadian west, Galloways have been used for crossing native cattle, grades and others,
with marked success. Their sise has been quoted against them, as they look much
smaller than the Shorthorn. They weigh much heavier than they look, and are always
a årst-class butcher's beast when ready for the block. The late Mr. Andrews, of the
Crane Lake Ranching Company, reported that the steers from his Galoways weighed
more in Winnipeg than those from his Shorthorn bulls. This he asetibes to their
better rustling qualities. The Gaoways he said, were always frst out in the cold
winter days, and the last to return to the bedding-ground. They are much the hardiest
of au the beef breeds, and should be splendidly adapted for our extreme northern pas-
tures in the great west.

Though GaRloways are the oldest of the pure bred breeds of British eattle, their
Herd Book records are very modern. Unfortunately all the papers and documents
whieh had been eollected relating to the breed, as weE as the pedigrees, were lost by
the fire which destroyed the Highland and Agricultural Society's Museum and Records
in Edinburgh, in 1851. Since that time a new book was begun, and the Eirst volume
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with other breeds. The majority of the eows, excepting the thiekest types, milk well
giving a good quantity rich in fat. In the writer's early days a Devon cow 'Red
Rose' (No. 607 Can, Recozd), a matron of a very good herd kept upon the home farm,
gave an overowing pail of milk twice a day during most of the summer. Odicial
niilking tests of the breed have not been reported, but 300 lbs. of butter a year is named
by an extensive breeder as the produce of the average Devon cow kept under ordinary
farm conditions.

Realizing the commendable qualities of the Devon it is remarkable that the breed
has not made greater progress on this continent. Even at the largest live stock ex-

positions few animals of the breed are ever shown and these are seldom brought out
in such a condition as to indicate enthusiasm in their owners. Perhaps it is that they
have not been taken hold of by pushing men prepared to aeoept the chalenge of
breeders of other sorts with a determination to win due recognition.

The recording of pedigrees was commenced in England about 1848 and in 1851
a HIerd Book was issued. The Erst volume prepared by Colonial Davy was succeeded
bY six others, the last of which appeared in 1881. The year previous the Devon Cattle
Breeders' Association organised and soon after took over the work of registration. The

organization up to 1908 had issued thirty-one volumes of Davy's 'Devon Herd Book,
bringing the number of registrations up to 6,244 for males and 22,478 for females.
Registration on this continent commenced in the sixties. The irst volne of the
Anerican Devon Herd Book was published in 1863, since when seven volumes have
been published, bringing the registration up to some 9,000 for males and 15,000 for
females. A Canadian record for the breed was opened by the late Henry Wade nt
Toronto about 1868, but, owing to the smafl number of breeders in this country and
the destruction by fre of a large number òf pedigree records a volume was never
printed.

THE MM POyMD,

The Red Polled comes nearer to the dairy type than any of the foregoing breeds.

It possesses, however, qualifiations that entitle it to consideration i a bulletin on

beef production.
The native home of the breed is the English counties of Norfolk and Sufolk

which border on the North Sea. The origin of the Red PoUed, recently named by the
Red Polled Society of Great Britain and Ireland the 'Red Pol' is not wen under-
stood. Some authorities trace it to the Galloway, others to the wild, white poRed so
whie others again incline to the opinion that it was derived from the poled oattle
of Southern Europe where eattle are pSessed of a Soft Satiny skin similar to
representative specimens of the present time. It is dedinitely known that the present

day Red Polled breed is descended from two types or varieties-the Sufolk Poled
.and the Norfolk Red Polled. The former was noted for its milking qualities while

the latter, also fair milkers, possessed more of the beef type. In 1774 Arthur Young,
in describing the Suffolk Polled cattle stated that for two or there months a whole
herd would average five gallons of milk a day per head, while single saimals gave

As much as eight gallons. The eattle were small, naturally thin of flesh and wese

either red, brindled or dun coloured and all were polled. The cattle of Norfolk county
are deseribed by early writers as blood-red in colour with a white or mettled face

'having horns, small of bone, fattening as freely and finshig as ighly at thre yeams
eld as eattle de generally at four or five? They were only fan. uilers but improve.

ment in this particular was earnestly undertaken by Jones Beeve of Wigton and

Richard England of Bingham, who also undertook to evolve a type combining the

good qualities of the Suffolk an'd the Norfolk in the one animal. Ths was a com-

paratively easy matter s the central homes of the two classes were only some twenty

miles apart. These men bred to produce a solid red colour and in aI probability
use te. ..o -f th De_. -s -n.. as + tat the Suffolk. the former to establish the



red colour, the later to dispose of the horns. Early in the nineteenth century the name.
Norfolk Red Polled began to be applied to the breed which possessed dual purpose
qualifications. In 1846, according to Mr. Euren, secretary of the Red Polled Cattle
Society of Great Britain and Ireland, a uniform breed of well established qualities
had been formed. A few years later it had acquired the name Norfolk and Suffolk
Red Polled, in 1882 it was shortened to Red Polled and in 1908, as already intimated,
it took the name of Red Poll. The Canadian Association representing the breed have
not yet adopted the latest English abbreviation.

It was not until 1873 that the recording of pedigrees was decided upon. In
October of that year a number of representative men in equal proportion fron each
country met and drafted a standard description and also agreed that a Herd Book
should be established. The following year the first volume appeared. In this and
subsequent early volumes were recorded all trustworthy facts to be got respecting the
progenitors of the cattle found in herds in the two counties. The early recorded
herds were classed as tribes and groups, the first volume giving 25 groups and 233
tribes. These latter ultimately increased to 385 but have since been reduced to two
hundred. Each group is indicated by a letter of the alphabet according to foundation
stock. For example group 'A' comprises the cows in the Elmham herd and '13,' the
cows in the Biddell herd and so on. Thus 'A' 1 refers to the foundation cow in the
Elmham herd, named 'Primrose,' while 'F' 8 'Joan,' is described as a good Red
Polled cow in the Honingham Thorpe Herd. In 1887 the Red Polled Cattle Club of
America published volume 1 of its Herd Book in which was condensed the first six
volumes of the English Book. Subsequent English and American volumes corres-
pond in their registration. Up to 1904 sixteen volumes of the American book had
been issued, containing the pedigrees of bulls numbering up to 12,420 and cows
22,238, the animal bearing this latest number being 'Zinnil 3rd' tracing to the eighth
daughter of 37 Beauty-W 2, which means that 'Zinuil 3rd' is descended from tribe
No. 2 of group W.

The dual purpose type is represented in its truest form in the Red Polled breed.
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per cent. It will therefore be seen that the breed may be classed amongst the beef
producers.

Red Polled eows are good milkers. Records of froi 8,000 to 10,000 gallons per
year are not uncommon. At the Pan-American six months' dairy test in 1901, a herd
of five cows stood fifth among the breeds showing a net profit of more than two

hundred dollars. Among the flfty cows tested 'Mayfower 2nd,' stood second pro-
duing 6,161 lbs. of milk, containing 323 lbs. of estimated butter, showing a net profit
of $52.10. In ffty-two weeks of 19001901, 43 eows in the herd of Lord Rothschild
at Tring Park, England, yielded an average of 6,895.76 lbs. of milk. Oficial reports
of tests show that Red Polled cows are good butter cows, the fat test usually runnig
about 3.8 per cent, while higher than this is reached by individuals in almost every
herd. At the Iowa Agricultural College, the Red Polled herd of cows gave yearly
returns of 400 to 500 lbs. of butter, while at the Ohio College a cow of the breed gave
equal to 440 lbs. of butter in a year.

The breeding qualities of the breed are high. That is to say, a male stamps his

progeniY to a pronounced degree. It is claimed that the red colour and polled heads
are the almost invariable rule even in offsprings of the first cross. -Other qualities of
the breed are equally strongly transmitted.

The distribution of the breed in the United States is wide, extending into nearly
aI the states of the union. In Canada it is only recently that herds have been estab-
lished. In the early nineties a small herd was imported by the Ontario Agricultural
College and since then the increase of stock bas been confined principally to western
Canada where in 1907 the Canadian Red Polled Association was organized, soon after
which the Herd Book for the breed was opened under the National Records system.

THE WEST HIGT.AirD.

The West Highland is a distinctive breed, quite unlike any other sort that we
have. It is picturesque to a degree and possessed of a majestie bearing such as Might
be expected in a breed bred and reated in a rugged country and a braeg ehmate.
The native home of the breeds is the Uplands of Western Scotland, including portions
of Argyle, Inverness and Perth Counties and the Hebrides Islands. The breed is
believed to have descended froin the aboriginal cattle of Britain. Being reared under

rugged conditions, and often spare pasture, the Highland is dimiutive i size, rough
coated and hardy. In colour it is variable, being yellow, red, black, brindle and a
mixture of red and black, the former colour predominating. Broken colours are
objected to by breeders, although a single herd may show all of the colours named.

The hair is long and shaggy when grown out, reaching in many cases a length of six

inches. The head, more particularly. of the bull, is very bushy and is surmounted by

a pair of majestie horns which eurve forward and upward with the points wide apart.
The horns are white with light colours, and white with dark tips with dark colours.

The colour of the mussle varies from buf or esh to a dark 8hade in harmony with the
depth of colour of the hair. The neek is sturdy and bulls carry a mane of considerable

length and heavy dewlaps below. The body resembles that of the Shorthorn i form,
a1though of less size, the resemblance consisting of a straight back, broad loin, deep
rib, and a general squareness of form strongly supported by short legs. The noble
branching horns, full and fearless eye, broad muzzle and shaggy coat of solid colour

impart a picturesqueness that has made the Highland bull the subject of many an
artist's brush. Added to these features his beauty is still more enhanced by a graceful
deliberate movement resembling the buek of the forest in his prime and in perfect
freedom.

Although small of stature the West Highlander weighs well, cows averaging abouit

900 lha. and bulle 1,200 lbs., although larger specimenl are seen.
The breed excels in the quhlity of its beef, the grain being dne and fat is well

distributed in the lean tissue; the favour is superlative and the earcases being
r :lativ. 4ic, drsa o t wll. n the 1abnn British markets Highland beef com-
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mands the top price. The breed has not been handled for early maturing, these cattle
feed up slowly and bullocks seldom reach ·the market under four years of age. In
hardiness, West Highland cattle are remarkable. Their free life on the Scottish hills,
where they graze summer and winter on grass and heather, has developed a ruggedness
which enables them to withstand with little inconvenience hardships under which
most cattle would succumb.

The first volume of the Highland Herd Book was brought out in 1884, largely
through the influence of the Earl of Dunmore. It is issued by the Highland Cattle
Society at Inverness, and some ten volumes have been issued.

The breed has not spread to any great extent, although herds have been established
in several countries, ineluding Australia, the United States and Canada. Writing some
years ago regarding the adaptability of Highland cattle for the ranges of the North-
west the Earl of Dunmore said:-

My average yearly loss has not been three per cent, which in a large fold of
some four or five h.undred head of cattle is very'small. January, February and
March are pretty hard months for them, as they get no food beyond what they
pick up on the hills where they are wintered. I have often seen them scraping
away the snow to get at the grass; but notwithstanding their being out all winter,
they produce in April and May as strong and lusty-looking calve-s as a man could
wish to see, with lots of bone and tremendous thick coats. That, to my mind, is
the coming breed for the great northwest ranges.
Herds have from time to time been established in Canada but these have not been

perpetuated for many generations. There are, however, in use a number of Highland
bulls in ranch herds of Alberta, where they are especially adaptable, owing to their
vigour which enables them and their offspring to withstand the occasional severe
periods to which range cattle are subjeted. The Highland bull is a prepotent sire, and
there is no mistaking his progeny in a herd of mixed breeding. They have invariably,
squarely built frames, thick middles and are close to the ground.
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ESTABLISHING A COMMERCIAL HERD OF GENERAL PURPOSE 0OWS.

By A. G. Hopkins, B. Agr. D. V. M., Regina, Sask.

It may be asked why give this variety of cows, which some would have us believe
-e no-elass, the prominence and attention suggested in the above headingi Several
,asons may be adduced, the two most impo.rtant being (a) the suitability of this

n af onw fer the needs and conditions of many farmers and (b) the care and
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When one comes to consider the breeding of this type and variety of cows, other
fators must b taken into consideration, viz.: the aires to be used, the dams to be
bred from and the upbringing of the heifer calves. Incidentelly it may be here
Stated, (whether or not the dams employed for the purpose are pure or grades), the
bulls must be pure-bred registered animals, and should be from dams, and if possible
granddams, with yearly milk records. This is the most important point in the selec-
tion of the bull, after which masculine character, and ddelity to breed type may be
considered. No time need be wasted in endeavouring to secure a bull wbich in form

aproximates to what is known as the dairy type, (as laid down by the dairy breed
exponents), to do so would be to forget twO things, drt, the milking tendency is

largely a matter of habit, training and development; second, the deshing tendency
must b exemplified in the male. No harm can result if the bull possesses well developed
rudimentary teats, many breeders rely on these as an indication of ability to beget

good milking females. The type of bull required will be most easily found by the
general farmer in the Shorthorn ranks, although where herds of Red Plls are to be

found, sires capable of transmitting general purpose character may be had, with this
diference that in size and in mik yields the average will be less than if a Shorthorn
bull is used. Constitution must not be overlooked, and avoid the hard handling kind-
When we come to the dams, the necessity for careful selection becomes evident, the
thick beefy, masculine or steery headed females must be avoided, or what is gained

by the use of a sire from a weil marked milking ancestry would be lost or mitigated
to an undesirable degree. Females as already described (and imustrated) should
be selected and if mated with a pure bred hunl from ancestry of persistent ingrained

milking proolivities, the results in the progeny will b found to be satisfactory. The
male progeny, if pure bred, should be carefully culled and the eulla steered,
the entires being raised as well as possible, but not allowed to suckle their

dams. The heifer calves should also be pail fed and given a diet to induce growth

and flesh rather than fat, in fact they should be kept growing until calving for the

dirSt time, which should take place as nearly as possible when thirty months old; if

alvinig is postponed long after that time, there wil be a tendency to develop fat
throughout the system, including the mammnary glands, rendering it inpossible by

subsequent treatment to bring those glands to their greatest activity or fullest capa-

eity; if on the other hand the heifers are bred too early, constitution, size and vigour
'will be lost, and the ends of the breeder deleated thereby. if possible, the heifers

should be mated with a sure niature bull of proved ability to beget good milkers. It

should hardly b necessary to state that the attempt to build up a herd of the kind

Of COWS described wiU be wasted efort unless the heifer ealves are properly handled,

the heifers and cows milked as long and as thorough as possible and milk records
kept-records which should form the basis for culing out misfits. Bran, oats, elover

and good pastures, water and sait are the breeders' adjunets-roots, adage or fodder

corn wiU also be useful, but the fattening feeds must not be used during the heifer's

growing or mMulkig days.
The careful observer desirous of building uP a grade herd may by taking his time

Piek up females here and there at farma sales, although for cows of this type competi-
tion is always brisk and for bulls be must go, either to the few, very few breeders on

the American continent or to Great Britain, where a yearly increasing number of

8hothon beedrsare keaping niilk records. Ini tbe North of England may b. found
b r(but ra y pure bred) dairy Sh r s a e Cetral

Paperinental Paria, Ottawa, are a few pure bred dairy Shortherns, (one a cow who

in the lactation period following ber second calving, produced 10,000 pounds'of milk

i twelve months), at the Macdonald Coege, Ste. Anne de Beevue, Que. is the

nucleus of a dair Shortman hed unregistered; at the Iowa Agricultural Collego

are Bome dual-purpose Shorthorns; but to see the real article in any numbers the

London (Eng.) dairy show is the blace. It wi not be amiss to quote a few pure bred

records made in an English Shorthorn herd.
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In order to fulfil the requirements of a commercial herd, it must be demonstrated
that the class of eattle referred to are money makers. In the Bnglish lerd adjacent
to the cities, the milk is sold for human consumption and the dairy business of this
kind is considered one of the most profitable systems of agriculture followed. Adjacent
to the metropolis, London, a commercial herd of one hundred head of general purpose
cOws is maintained. The cows are milked for about four years and are then allowed
to go dry, are fitted up and sent to the block. Cows of this type are large consumers
oroughage (cheap food such as hay, straw, roots) and comparatively small con-
Sumlers of concentrates (grain, the more expensive portion of the food), consequently
are oeconomical producers of milk and butter fat. One of the best pieces of evidence
Of the value of this type of cow is the continual demand for them at the stock yards,
Chicago, from which place they are later shipped to supply dairymen at Buffalo,
Pittsburg, Philadelphia, Jersey City. The dairymen at the points mentioned like the
25 to 30 quarts a day cow which when through with mking, can with a itile grain
and grass be put into such shape that he gets back the money paid for the cow. The
general farmer cannot do better than try to breed the type deseribed, whether for sale
or for use on bis farm; the centralization of creameries ad the innease of separator
have brought about conditions specially suited to the man with this type of cattle. In
the usual farming eommunity there is a very limited demand for veals, hence the
sPecial dairy breeds are not the best for any but the special dairyman to breed and
rai8e. Good care, intelligent selection and the keeping of milk records together with
the use of Shorthorn sires from heavy and persistent milking dams, wil if obsened

bring the farmer suecess in bis efforts to estab*k a commer M I take i ta
n'eau profitable) herd of general purpose cows.

Bulloks from General urlpose Cows.

A fear may be entertained that to develop the milking qualities of beef bred
eattle would be to impair in like proportion their beefing tendenoies. The nesh
yelding characteristics of the dairy breeds would naturally lead to this conclusion,
and no doubt breeding exclusively for milk would result i an alteration of type and

a geerai departure from the strictly beef Shorthorn as it is understood n the show-

ring It is only, however, when a breeder utterly negleets the beeng quaHties of i
hrd lby making dairying a specialty that he is likely to sacridie the beefing powers
of his herd. The relationship of thehehavy milking genwal purpose cow to te M
bulloak is well described by ' Spero' in the LieS Stoc Jouria (London, Eng.,) of
February 19, 1909, as follows:-

Let us glanee at the dual-purpom eow as she strikes the dairy armer who is
also a grazier, and wishes-to turn out some good steers or sell bis bu ealves to

others to a nd feed. Although the exhibitor lu the open clase at Our shows
cln rarely win with aheavy milker, it does not fonow that the Ordinary British

dairY farmer, in order to have 1,000-gallon cows, need sacridie his beef value by

breeding light-fleshed cattle approaching the Channel Island type. Let us take a

case in point whieh bas just come t. the writer' notice. A dealer bought twenty
steer ealves from Mr. R, W. Hobbs' large herd, bred from eows yielding an

average of about 1,000 gallons yearly They were sold to a farmer i the neigh-

'bourhood, reared and fed by him, and*sold at last Christmas' markets whee pries
are given. Altogether, these steers from heavy milkers won £30 ($14.00) in prises3,

and were sold at the average of £24 15s. Sd. ($125.00) each, being about thirty-three

months old. The highest price was ($1 , and the lowest £19 ($95.00).
To obtain such results requirevmuch cure and skil i breeding. It may be easy
enough where beef points are made the chief consideration, but here we have

a lot of good farmers' bulocks, bred from unmistakably deep-milking, Pedigree

Sýhortherne, and what is done by one breeder can be done by others.

32-31



!epresentative of the Live Stock Commissioner in Manitoba,
Saskatchewan and Alberta.

der which the ranching industry have been conducted are under-
and except under very special circumstances, the day of the

The settler with his dogs and barb-wire fences, is pre-empting
id it is no longer possible to run cattle in big herds. Throughout
southwestern Saskatchewan hundreds of thousands of acres of
n the world have been furrowed by the plough of the settler;
carrying moisture over millions of acres of semi-arid territory,
f the highest excellence yield abundantly. So promising is the
1 that 'Alberta Red' is already a recognized grade of superior
tlet to the markets of the world is now being sought via Van-
c. Alfalfa and sugar beets also return magnificent yields. It
day when large numbers of export cattle will be finished during
hay, and the residue of the sugar factories on farms adjacent
iey are raised.
the fact that vast areas of territory in these provinces, long
or agriculture and fit only for grazing purposes, are now being
teader, there is, and will for years to come, be plenty of room
as well as for the combined farmer and rancher. Districts re-

r where the surface is rough and rolling are likely to retard the
for many a decade. The climatic conditions are so peculiarly

nomical production of live stock that the industry will in the
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tend to a uniforn colour scheme in the herd, but reasonable care in the selection of

bulls will result in a uniformity of type. The Shorthorn is a fairly good grar ad

11 uirpmse as a finisber, eitber of gna alone, or~ uudr heavy vain feig h

bloo unes of the bull, of whatever breed, nay ba decided upon, ranbot as of ton hieh

quality. Select the best breeding you cau afford, provnditg gd boints and d arie

factory. They must be of the beef type with good baks bnd aisns an de p nits

Two year old buls are generally preferred and they sould raisd uner itoun s

which -%1 have given them plenty of .rowth and osebeored i n m uei

kept for months tied up in stalls or aven run in ral loe wh bo ec ted io an e trin

warm moist stables, are sure to go off on f tortor reg whube trn o auy mtrain

Eyen the strain of shipping is often siient hedta troulod oas igorosy mas
culine chaps, well conditioned but not overly leshed, with good coate of

are the kind wanted.
The bulls intended for use on the herd, to ew or hiry, should hea rki .

roomy paddocks, supplied with nourishing food, t s uct t tem for their a work

1ring the breeding season if the bulls can be kept u s t mu ath the bu$or, the
buils will be required. When run with the open bord, il estimated that one bul is

required with every twenty-flve females.
Calves.

Under tijis syete» of cattle rais • s will be bred to ealve late enough

.n the seson t ensure favourahie wgther cnditions for the calH rop. For the

halane of tho suminer, the cws Nvile take car of the calves, but they hould be taken

blun the fail bfore the weather get te caldo they will lose much of their alf

uin Uder farm, or see-rather onditoos, hoere the number to be handled is not

o large, spcl ar, should b gir on te calves during their frst winter, and, even on

tho large range, t e salves sh iv le eut out into separate herds, placed on te most

favourable pasture, wt1a somo ehelter. if posble provided, when necessary, with hay

f oud qualty, or some g srhn eut ote, ad emes ven unrushed oats can be fed

O god aity, o someree euipt s -necessary, the hay ean be fed in cheaply
to advantage. NTo elaborato equipmeWnt s ground Wher tmh falve ar abed

onstructed racks or scattered on the frozen geo bdd, noter tho cwras are ta dr

their quarters should be roomy, elean, always wael beddd, not too ward wmth ar

atmosphere and good ventilation. No better fee b thn aboyae iation tate rined

to retain calf flesh, and keep the youngsters i lut f edde if o lsponingt l

Or crushed flax, some roots or other succulent fod eaw add e (orri hl

greater gains will be made. Of course an abundavt suil f ood ater ol alw U
,an be taken off so much the better) must ha available and salt should always ha
Within roach.

It is important that al male calves •hould pa canratid arly, at about rangeefo

old is probably the best time, but where this s net p osticable, on the en rang fr

mntance, the operation should be performed as earlY es possible, and thia ge lly
done whon the cdves are branded.

- No matter how much or how a e e ion t reeding and
feeding of the young bovine up to the time h at Fr the istu -cti on of beifg ar

lig' he is heneeforth expected to rustle er hbnselt From tuas hagme,

wvith his half-dozen calves, to the big ra fuerither ttentin util h e aute,

the 'yearling' is not expected to require any tuther attention til h stge h eut

out into the beef herd or turned into the yet l tnd inra s is tagthati

Would seemn that both the rancher and farmer eould very nei andlly in n his bt

The Yearling steer 'rooug th t inter inay gow aone and gain ln sizof but
hl does not hold his flesh, wherras -re he givkn a betat ration, a eniahl ue wo asy

two or three pounds per day, he would not exly m*e botter growth, but e. wold aise

hoId his flesh and in the end attain t ois one of aita imonerom a

a Point that bas not received much attention but is one o vital from a
urOfit m.m.n sanannint,
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REARING AND FINISHING.
Having established a uniform herd of vigorous cows of good beefing quality onehas made a long step forward towards the production of high-class steers for themarket. Important as are the cows in determining the quality of the offspring it iseven more important that the herd be headed by a thoroughly good bull, good not onlyin conformation, vigour and disposition but in breeding as well. It is not enough to

know that he bas a recorded pedigree, nor even that both his sire and dam were good
individuals. The generations before these have a powerful influence and one lookhig
for a hort bull cannot be ton careful to assure himself that for several generations
his parentage have been good individuals and the cows copious milkers. With a herd.of good cows so headed the stockman bas the foundation laid for producing steers of
-the highest quality.

THE YOUNG STOCK.
Owners of comparatively small herds, especially those who milk their cows, as a

rule prefer to have their calves come in the fall, while ranchmen and others who prefer
to winter chuaply and allow the calves to run with their dams select the spring as the
proper season for the calf crop. In the autumn the cow is in fine physical condition
after her season's grazing and therefore yields a vigorous offspring. Then with good
stabling and feed and a painstaking herdsman the calf gets a fine start in life under
the direct eye and personal supervision of the owner. This on high priced land counts
for much as every pound of food given should return a corresponding gain in weigit.
Amnimals produced and grown for beef should be liberally fed from birth until finished
so as to reduce to a reasonable minimum the time of growing into the size and con-
dition for which the markets pay the Lighest price and this at the season of year
when values are at their highest. In practice the most prosperous cattle feeders who
raise thoir own steers market from March to July at ages ranging from 27 to 30
months old. Such cattle are as a rule dropped in the late autumn or early winter
months. Nor should the spread of calving time for the herd be more than is neces-
sary as uniformity of size in calves or older cattle is not only a feature to the herds-
man but always more attractive to the buyer. It is a comparatively simple matter to
care for calves that are allowed to suck. A copious milker will rear two calves leaving
one cow to supply milk for other purposes. Calves do better when housed apart from
their dams and let out to suck three times daily for the first month and twice daily
afterwards. When allowed to run with the dam constantly they not only worry and drag
her down unnecessarily but depend upon the udder long after they should commence to
take food from the trough. In almost every herd there are good cows that are toughor otherwise troublesome to milk. It is the custom of some to put two calves onthese allowing them to suck twice a day for five months when they are weaned and
a third cal£ put on. Three very good calves can be raised on a cow in one season
with very little labour.

The Calves.
The great majority of beef cattle raisers, more especially in the older provinces,rear their calves at the pail. Opinion appears to be about equally divided as towhether the calf should be removed at once after birth or allowed to suck for two orthree days. The latter plan has always appealed most strongly to the writer as thecalves appear to get a better start. Those who favour the other plan claim that it

gives less trouble as the cow does not fret so long and the calf that has never sucked
is more easily taught to drink. Either plan is satisfactory if wisely managed. No
calf intended for beef should. be deprived of new milk in the whole state for at least
two weeks. It doxs not answer so well to give the milk of another cow unless she too
is newly calved as the milk of a cow long calved is very likely to cause digestive
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a daily ration intelligently administered stockers will go out in fine condition to
advance rapidly on pasture.

Good pasture with plenty of water and shade will suffice for the following sum-
Mer. Towards autumn it may be necessary to provide a supplementary ration such as
green corn or a field of rape. In any event there should be no lack of food. Every
Pound made should be held, and growth should be continuous and rapid. Even though
fall pastures are abundant a run on a field of rape before housing will give the animals
a fine start for the coming winter which in many cases is the finishing period except
perhaps those that are to be marketed off grass the next summor.

FATTENING IN CENTRAL CANADA.
Success in beef raising depends a great deal on the method of fattening. At bestis an expensive process and unless wisely managed the expected profits may be

Wiped out and a decided loss experienced. The preceding sections have described tho
Proper kind of cattle to feed profitably and the method of rearing themn up to the
eginnig of the winter which should constitute the fattening period.

In1 the provinces east of the Great Lakes two general systems of fattening are
.ollowed. In many districts the cattle are finished to go out from March to May while
1n others the finishing is continued on pasture until June, July or August. In the
ýestern provinces, both winter and summer fattening are in vogue. The systems fol-

lowed there are described in another section of this bulletin. In order to arrive at
th, best systems of fattening cattle sets of questions covering the principal points in

e process were submitted to a number of the leading feeders who have for many
Yer8s been successfully fattening steers on a more or less extensive scale. In addition
to the valuable information submitted by these men the lessons learned from tho
exPeriments conducted at the experimental farms have been drawn upon and these
vith the practical knowledge of the writer form the basis of the following treatise.
On account of the differences, climatically and otherwise, cattle fattening in Ontario
and Quebec differs to some extent from the systems followed in the maritime pro-
vices. For this reason the subject is divided, the methods in Central Canada being
dealt with first.

The great bulk of the well finished cattle sold off Ontario farms are given a
attemrng ration for from 150 to 180 days. A comparatively large number are put

off at frOn 90 to 150 days while another section of feeders keep them on for 200 days
longer. The 150 to 180 day feeders put up their cattle in the fall, usually about

e middle of November start them off on a light grain ration increasing it graduially
until a full ration is reached in about three months. They are then ready for the
Market in April or May. Those that feed for shorter periods put up cattle in higher
cndition, called 'short keep' feeders, feed heavily from the start and turn off at
Christmas or other favourable season. The cattle thus turned off are usually very good

d are always in demand at the top prevailing price. Those that hold 1tock for 200
aye or more have good pasture farms whieh they graze down by midsummer when

ecattle are sold. As a rule such pasture, is not again grazed until the following
g when it is early ready to support a good stock of animals. According to the

th denc of the feeders consulted there is profit in all of these systems according to
e lcalities, management, etc. In sections where the soil is light and therefore

subject to dry out in summer, finishing on pasture does not succeed. In such districts
clover and ensilage corn are usually easily grown and these with grain are

avourable for wintering fattening. In other sections, notably in Middlesex, Lamb-n and Huron much land is admirably adapted to grazing. Here is where a large
ber of the summer exporters are produced. This system requires comparatively

Te 'abour as the feeders are usually purchased and the land requires no cultivation.
eeeder of short keeps are careful to select choice stock at seasons to have then

zihed to catch the best markets. -ahey adopt intensive methods learned by special-
.and in this way secure the greatest gains for the food consumed and having

uperior beeves secure the highest prices going. Unless one has a large amount of



experience or a specially good pasture farin the niddle course iî safct as the coarýe
fodders are transferred into a valuable marketable produet, a large amont of fer-
tilizer is secured to keep up the land and the cattle go av-ay before the busy season in
the fiehis and before the dry fodder becomes unpalatable and the roots exhausted.
The market at this season is invariably good, more epeially for the export trade.

Housing.

The ideas of feeders in regard to houding have ehanged materially in recent years.
It is not long since the ' bank barn ' was looked upon as the ideal querter for the
fattening steer. Warmth was the chief consi-Ieration and comparative darkness was
not objected to. 'ndoubtedly good cattle Lave come out of these old fashioned ecellar-
like stables, but the progressive feeder las abadoned the- dingy bouses for more
sanitary quarters where pure air and sunlight enn enter and where the animails nay
be cared for in comfort. Al progresive feeders now concede that the airy light
stable is a necessity, the unsettled question being tying versus feeding loose.

The feeding of grown eattle loo-e in pens conmenced to receive attention in
Canada in the early nineties. About that time the feasibility of removing the horns
became generally aceepted. Ilaving aecomplished this, one of the great barriers
to loose feeding was overcome. Then the securing of farm labour became a
diffieulty and having taken off the horns the next step was to remove the stalls and
tics and adopt the long trough and ra:k. Both the Doinînion and Provincial E-
periniental Farms carried on comparative tests and proved conclusively that loose
feeding has the advantage both in gains fron flod con 'sumed and in labour in caring
for the animals. On this pointJ. 11. Grisdale, of the Experiniental Farm says: 'Loose
feeding is more advantacous because results have been uniformly more profitabli
everything considered.' Prof. G. E. Day. of the Ontario Agricultural College says:
•Our experience leads us to believe that it is more profitable to feed steers loose than
to tie themu in stalls. Loose steers are less easily surfeited, are less likely to become
crippled or sore in their feet, and appear to shrink les« on the way to market.'

The opinion of extensive feeders for the export trade is not uniform. Those who
put off short keeps that are hastened to a finished condition seem to prefer stall
feeding. Those who feed from five to six months, disposing of their cattle in April
or May, are about equally divided in opinion. Those who carry their stock over to
July or August on grass almost to a man pronounce in favour of loose feeding.

By tying the cattie individual attention can be given to the requirements of each
animal. For this reason it is preferred by men who have thoroughly competent
herdsmen and endeavour to secure superior uniform finish for a high market. On
the other band feeding nay Le done in loose pens by less competent men, as one
requires only to k-now what each pen needs, rather than each individual. Then when
the cattle are taking exercise they are less liale to suffer from inaccurate feeding.

Indoubtedly for cattle that are to graze the loose system of winter feeding bas
the advantage. The animals are always keen for their feed at feeding time and
therefore consume and appropriate copions meals of cheap fodder. This with a small
grain ration gives cheap gains and a generally thrifty condition. The digestive organs
are invariably maintained in the best possible form so that when pasturing is coni-
meneed large quantities of food are eaten and quickly converted into beef. One
experienced feeder states that if be were building new or overhauling old stables he
vould not put ma stalîs but construct long rows of mangers with stanehions that could
be opened or closed from one end. By this means the cattle could if desired be
fastened for an hour or two while feeding or be left tied continuously. This would
make possible a compromise system adaptable for cattle of different sizes and for a
varied system of feeding.
& There is but one opinion held in regard to the economy of labour in the
loose system. The food for a dozen or more head is as readily distributed as for
three or four animals standing in stalls. Then the cleaning out and bed-making
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tWice or oftener each day gives place to the much simpler and casier system. of bedding
twice a week and removing the manure even less frequently by wagon, cart or sleigh,
and applying it direct to the land. Objection is taken to the loose housing on account
of the larger amount of straw required to keep the animals clean and dry. On smallfarrns where the acreage of grain grown is small this argument undoubtedly has force,
but where straw is not scarce no better means can be found of converting it into the
best quality of manure. Some feeders use very little bedding even with loose feeding
an1d claim to see no objection to having the animals dirty. If cattle are to do wellIt is undoubtedly important that they be comfortable and if they are to bring their
full value on the market they must present a clean and attractive appearance. It
therefore pays well to provide cattle with a dry bed of straw or other absorbent
material.

Feeders differ in their views as regards the number that should run together.
me say 5 or 6 is enough, others 10 or 15, while others run the whole lot together,

even up to 30 or more head. Unless abundance of space is provided for all the
aninals to get to the trough without crowding, care should be taken to have themi
graded. It is sometimes necessary to select out the less vig6rous or cowardly ones to
be tied up or fed in a separate pen.

Mr. George P. Barrie, of Galt, Ont., who has been feeding loose for some ten
ears bas a system that is worthy of description on account of its simplicity. The

shed, beneath a barn 40 by 80 feet accommodates 30 head of steers. It has
OPen racks against the walls into which long fodder is fed from above. It has also
a feed bunk or manger 4 ft. 6 in. wide running down the centre of the shed, leaving
about 12 feet at either end for a team and wagon to pass when hauling out the
nianure. Over the centre of the feed bunk running lengthwise is a wooden car track
which leads into a feed rooma. On this a car large enough to contain feed for 30
cattle is suspended. The car when filled with ensilage, eut straw and chop, thoroughly

ed, is pushed along the track, over the bunk where the feed is distributed to the
cattle in a few minutes. The amount of feeding space allows shy feeders to find
a sPot unrmolested by the more vigorous cattle. The pen is bedded twice weekly with
'ut straw 4 to 6 inches long, and cleaned out once a week. The cattle when seen in

Vrch were as clean as grass cattle and appeared just as contented and happy. They
ave access to a trough of water in an open yard during the day and are closed in

each night during the cold weather. Mr. Barrie regards feeding steers tied in stalls as
a > s and expensive method and not to be compared with his present system.

bhe space given by Mr. Barrie (106 sq. ft. per head) is open to criticism if one had to
dA narrower building would answer as well, especially if an open yard is
during the day. A plan of Mr. Barrie's shed is shown on page 91.

The question of tying or feeding loose is after all largely a matter of convenience.
the man with a smail herd it makes comparatively little difference, but for ex-

tensive feeding where a car load or more are on feed at a time, loose feeding is of
great advantage. In the ' Corn Belt' and other feeding centres in the United States,
the tying of feeding cattle as a general practice has long since been abandoned, being
considered quite out of date ranking with the scythe and the cradle of the earlydays.

Most Profitable Age and Weights.

The days of the heavy bullock are past and the life of the steer is gradually
e tig. The weighty ox will stilfl command a good price, more especially for the
.Ot trade, provided he is of good beef formation and well fatted. Finish is what

fer on the market and is as much appreciated in the buteher's bullock of
lbs. as in the exporter weighing 1,500 lbs. Most of the fulsed beeves marketed

1 P-to-date Ontario feeders are from 20 to 30 months old and weigh from 1,200 to
, bs- These weights suit the market and gains made up to the ages given are



economically put on. Mr. Grisdale, at the Central Experitental Farm, fuund that
three-yea r-obli made a daily gain of 1l, 1i, ut a cotî of s f per ocwt.; two-yealr
olds, 2.16 lbs. per day at a co-t of $w ur cut.; and yearling; 2 lbs. per day at a
cost of $4.00 per eut. It thorefore foll ws that the younger the animals are finished
the less the outlay per pound of gain for food con-uned.

Raising Versus Buying Feeders.

tdoubtelyv the average Ontario ani Qu tie farimer ulto feeds a few head rai-es
bis own cattle, but there are eoining to be mre and more men wlo make a business
of feding depending on others to raise the stuck. To suci an extent is this the case
that the trade in feeders at the Toronto market, more e-.peclally during a period
each spring and fall, is abut as large as in finished stook. Then many feeling cattle
do not pass through the market but are picked up by feeders throughouî the country.
In reply to a que.tion as to whether it is preferable to raie or purchase feeder s un
experienced fattener replied: 'It i more satisfactory to raise, but more profitable t,
buy one's supply.' Much depends on one's land and bis systen of farming. In sec-tions subjeet to droutght, more oTpeiully un high priced land, it is well to have fcw
cattle on h:nd during the sunner month-. To carry a full stock of all ages under
such eircmuntances onmut re- rt to soent system of soiling in order to keep up the
condition of stock. This is expensive and often otherwise unsatisfactory. By dependl-
ing largely on buyitg one cau purchase -eording to bis supply of fodder and thus
avoid loss by either over or under stoeking. One extensive feeder who turns off cattle
ut two or more season , -aî s: U'Buying is more sai-facry to me as I eau turn nmney
over faster thi I rai e my stock. I knio itat fæld I have and eat fill my staile
accordingly. In this wuy I am neæer over+---teko(l and do not have to sacrifice for
want of feed. I cit buty steers :4 to 10 months old eheaper than I can raise them.'

Breeds and Grades.

The bulk of the goud steers raised in Ontario and Qucbec are Shorthorn grades.
Ti erc are al.o a good number of grades of other beef breed. Most of those wlho have
gin on lthe dtfferent breeds a fair trial like one as well as another. One feeder prefers
Shrtborn for stall feeding and Herefords for grazing. Shorthorns are said to be
mtore docile than the others. An extensive feeder speaks a good word for the Aberdeen-
Angus. lle sys: ' I get good caile among all the beef breeds and crosses, but have
hid be-t reaults from thc Aberdeen-Angits und grades of this breed. Ther are more
uniforn. have better constitution, eat more rough fed and do well on it, then they
require no dehorning.'

Selection of Feeders.

Much of the sutcoess in feeding purchnsed stock depends uptn the selection of
the animals. Even the mo-t skilful management and best of feed cannot make profit
ont of badly selected steers. Wlten otte bas raised bis own steers from god breeding
stock be knows how to treat thcm for be-t aduvantage and what to expeet, but a keen
eye and good judgment are neccs-ury to enable onte t select strange st-,k that will
make profit in the fattening. One will judge front hi proposei platn whether he
should buy thin eattle or balf fat 'short keeps.' Well grown half fat bullocks are
usually more profitable to buy in spring to go off grass in July or August. If they
have not been heavily grain fed such cattle w il usually gain rapidly on good grass,
going ont 200 lbs. or more heavier ani wortb froi one to two cents per pound more
than when purchased. For long period feeding thin steers are usually preferred, as
they are more cheaply purhused, and one bas more opportunity to control their pro-
gress. In any case it pays to select growtiy aninuals of good beef type showing
strongly lie blood of one or other of the beef breeds. It is advantageous that theybe as nearly uniform in colour as possible as then they present the best appearance
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when fat. A wise feeder remarked that: 'One sells his cattle when lie buys them.'
The good ones are always in demand, and with those up to a certain point, the seller
cau dictate his own price. Poor ones known as 'tail enders' are invariably a disap-
Pointmlent and a loss to all who touch them.

In general form the select feeder is low set, deep, broad and compact. Their top
and underlines should be straight and nearly parallel. One should look for as much
smoothness as is consistent with thinness. Too great prominence of shoulder, hips
and. tail-head should be avoided as should rough, coarse heads set with small, dull
eyes. A good feeder possesses a short, broad head and short thick neck and short
legs. A large prominent and bright but mild eye is very desirable as it indicates
vigour, as well as quietness of disposition and these are both essential te well doing.
The lower jaw should be heavily muscled and the muzzle, lips and mouth large with-
Out coarseness.

It is important that a feeder possesses that characteristic difficult to describe
known as quality. This is of two kinds, general and handlinlg. The former is closely
allied te breeding and is quickly disecerned by the trained eye. Good handling quality
indicates thrift whieb is dependent upon good health and general vigour. It shows
itself in a mellow but moderately thick and loose skin, a thick and soft coat of hair
Of medium fineness. A steer that possesses the qualifications already described will
almost assuredly have a vigorous constitution. It is well, however, to see to it that
he has a wide deep chest, fulness in heart girth and good spring of rib. Such feed-
ers as have been described are not the most plentifully offered but in buying one
should secure the best available at the price one feels justified in paying. Buyers
who purchase throughout the country from year to year soon learn to avoid the

special dairying districts and te stick closely to those where the high-class pure bred
heef bull is generally used and appreciated.

An experienced feeder, who turns out specially good cattle, receiving the top
price for them says: 'Good cattle, to finish properly and profitably, is the great want
in Ontario these years. Good ones pay well to feed but the majority of those marketed
lever pay for the feed used. A poorly bred 1,000 pound steer bought at 3 cents per
lb., with 300 pounds added and sold at 4 cents, gives $22 for feeding. The good
quality steer of 1,000 pounds, bought at 5 cents, increased in weight 300 pounds and
sold at 6 cents, gives a return of $28 for the feed used. Summing up the two steers,
each started et the saine weight, each increased the samue number of pounds and sold
at the same increase of price, viz.: one dollar per 100 pounds gives a return of $22
for the low quality animal against $28 for the high priced steer. In a stable of 20
cattle this would make a difference of $120 more margin of profit in favour of the
gd ones. Surely the seller of the $30 steer would have to rest content with probably
1o .profit while the $50 stocker would give a handsome profit te the grower. It is the
well-bred early maturing bullock we must have in order to make feeding profitable.'

The Buying and Selling Margin.

One has to be careful net te pay too much for his feeders. A number of buyers
$1 per ewt. less than the selling price will give a profit, others say $1.25, and

still others $2 per cwt. is necessary. Much depends on the condition of the cattle and
the time they are to be fed. On a thin steer weighing 1,000 te 1,100 lbs., requiring 150
th 180 days te finish, the lowest margin should be about $1.50 per ewt.; a fatter animal
of the same weiglit to be kept only 100 days, a margin of $1 per cwt. would be a fair
return, while if lie is to be held two months or less, 75 cents per cwt, would give a
profit. One extensive feeder says: 'I usually pay $3.50 per cwt. in October for cattle
1 expect te sell in spring at about $5.50 per cwt. Another pays $4 per cwt. in the
all for 1,000 lb. bullocks that lie expects te sell for $5 the following June. This

feeder ges the advantage of eheap gains on grass following a winter of moderately
light feeding. Another feeder estimates that one should get at least 25 cents per ewt.
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per month advance over the purchasing price. Some of these margine may seem little
but it must be borna in mind that one gets the advance not only on the gains made
but on the original weight of the bullock as well.

Gains Made by Fattening Cattle.
A large number of feeders consulted secure gains of from i to 2 lbs. per day

per head during the winter and a little more in summer. One feeder says: 'A
bunch of steers should make an average gain of 50 lbs. a month. Some will do bètter
and some not so well, but the lot should average 300 Ibs. heavier than when weighed
in after having been fed six months.' This is for winter feeding.- A grass feeder
says: 'Cattle in very good condition, put on grass in May and sold in July, will
have gained from i to 2 Ibs. per day according to the season. On thinner cattle we
can easily get a gain of 2 ibs. per day on good grass during the summer with the
exception of the very hot weather in August and beginning of September. Another
feeder feeds his cattle to gain 150 to 200 lbs. through the winter and 150 Ibs. on grass.
This man feeds meal on the grass to those shipped out early in the summer.

Methods of Feeding and Rations Used.

To get the most out of one's feed and cattle requires more than the application
of rules, no matter how good these may be. A veteran feeder puts it thus: 'No
man will ever be a successful feeder unless ha takes 'brains' into the stable with him.
Regularity in feeding, kindness and pains-taking attention are amongst the most im-
portant factors of feeding.' The animals must be comfortable at all times. This
involves not only comfortable quarters, but no inednvenience at any time from in-
digestion or other unnatural conditions. They must come to each meal with a keen
appetite and go away from an empty trough satisfied. (An exception to this is where
self feeders are used.)

In the early stages light feeding should be the rule, more especially in regard
to the grain ration. There is possibly no better preparation for a season of fattening
than a run on rape for a few weeks preparatory to housing. This food tones up the
system and puts the digestive organs in fine condition. -The good gains commenced
on the rape are with careful feeding likely to continue. Two months on rape with
heavy feeding in the stalls for forty days is one feeders system of preparing well
finished Christmas beeves. Those who feed all winter fnd it advantageous to start
of with a very light grain ration and this mostly bran. Great importance is attaehed
to sueculence in the roughage ration. This is necessary to maintain the digestive
organs in good condition. One highly suceessful feeder, who houses his cattle about
the middle of November commences at once to feed ensilage, eut straw, grain chop,and clover hay. Each animal gets during the day a mixture of 25 lbs. of ensilage,
6 to 7 lbs. of eut straw, and i lbs. of chop. These foods are mixed in the morning
for the day, with a small quantity of salt added. As much clover hay is given as is
eaten up elean. The meal ration is very gradually increased up to 8 or 9 Ibs. to the
animals being finished in the stable. Clover hay is substituted for the eut straw
towards the finishing period and the quantity of ensilage is reduced towards the end.
The mixture of grain consists of bran and shorts and a mixture of oats, barley, peas
and goose wheat grown and ground together. The finishing cattle get from 1 to 4
lbs. of oil cake per day towards the end.

A feeder who does not use ensilage feeds eut straw, cern fodder, mixed grain
chop, pulped roots and a little salt, all dampened and mixed 12 to 24 hours ahead.

One who depends on roots for bis succulent ration commences on eut hay, turnips
and a light meal ration. The meal is gradually increased up to 8 or 10 Ibs. per day
according to the ise of the animal. The mots are liberally fed up to 40 lbs. per day.
e A feeder who reports rapid gains mixes corn silage, pulped roots, chaf and eut
bay, enough for two meals. This mixture is fed twice daily with chop thrown over
it in the manger. .Fach animal gets 25 to 30 lbs. of ensilage and 12 lbs. cf roots.
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ünough of the chaf and eut hay is added to fll them up. The grain ration is con-
nenced at the rate of 2 lbs. per day and increased to 8 lbs. towards the finishing period.
Clover hey is fed whole once daily. Another feeder who uses practically the samo
foods does not give the'meal rations until the coarse mixture is half eaten. This ho
believes induces fuler meals. The liberal feeding of ensilage and roots sometimes
iiduces an over laxative condition. To counteract this, feeders find it advantageous
to use cotton seed meal as a portion of the grain ration. From one to two pounds
Per day is usually fed for this purpose. Cotton seed meal is a highly concentrated
food possessing valuable feeding qualities.

Mr. J. H. Grisdale at the Central Experimental Farm, in several years ex-
Perience in fattening cattle has found the following foods and system of feeding
'Most profitable. The roughage mixture consists of ensilage, roots, straw »and hay.
These with the exception of the bay (elover) are mixed together a few hours before
feeding. The proportions for each animal per day are about: ensilage, 40 lbs.; roots,
15 lbs.; cut straw, 4 to 5 lbs.; and long clover hay, 4 lbs. The meal ration is fed as
follows:-

lst and 2nd weeks, none.
3rd week, 1 lb. bran.
4th week, 2 lbs., chiely bran.
5th and 6th weeks, 3 lbs., consisting of bran, 2 parts; and oil-eake or gluten

meal, 1 part by weight.
7th, Sth and 9th weeks, 4 lbs. above mixture in equal parts.
10th, 11th and 12th weeks, 5 lbs. above mixture, bran, 1 part; oil-cake or

gluten meal, 2 parts.
It will thus be seen that the roughage ration is constant, while thé meal ration

i light and eheap in the early stages and gradually inereased both in quantity and
ri<hness. Cattle fed in this way appropriate the maximum of food consumed.

The above systems are for eattle being inished for the winter and spring trade.
Cattle to be nished on grass are fed in practically the saine ma lr in so far as the
rOugh foods are concerned. The grain ration, however, seldom or never goes above
3 lbs. per day unless in the case of heavy eattle to receive a grain ration on the grass.
Then grain may be fed more heavily during the winter and spring months without

of loss owing to the change from dry feed to pasture.

Buying Food for Pattening.

It is the consensus of opinion of experienced feeders that it is not proftable to
Purchase coarse fodder. A few consider it practicable to purchase hay if necessary,

ef-it can be bought at not more than $6 per ton. As a rule feeders put up no more
cattle than they have home grown fodder to suppy.

Most feedera ojeet to buying grain unles it can be purchased at not more than
Per cnt. They endeavour to raise al their grain foods as well as their coarse

fOdder. As a rule those who buy coneentrated food select those sorts that give variety
Or balance to the ration. One feeder buys bran and oil cake to mix with such beavyfeds as barley or corn. Another buys eorn when he cau lay it down on his farm as
e *aly as Canadian eoarse grains. A number find it profitable to purehase oil cake,
eetton seed meal or gluten meal, and corn to mix with suéh home grown feeds as oats,
barley and peas. The oileake, cotton seed meal and gluten are used more particularly
during the final thrée or four weeks of the fnishing period.

Home Grown Grains.

It is eustomary for many feeders to grow feed grains in mixtures. It ig claimed
that larger yields are secured and tre grain is mixed ready for grinding. The report
of the Bureau of Industries for Ontario show& that almost half a million acres of
lliaed feed grains were grown in the province in 1908. According to exneriments
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require water twice. A steer receiving up to six pecks of turnips dnily is getting
about 80 lbs. of fluid from this food alone and will do very well without drinking,
More especially during the cold weather. Some animals tied, with water constantly
before them, acquire the habit of lapping or sipping water much of the time. These
are apt to take too much and suffer from scours. Such cattle should be deprived of
the privilege of a constant water supply by either covering the basin, except at proper
intervals, or housing them in another quarter. Whatever system of watering is
adopted it is important that the animals drink comfortably whenever they need water
and before any suffering from thirst is experienced. A system that does this with the
least labour is likely to be satisfactory. .

FATTENING IN THE MARITI E PROVINCES.

The production of beef in the maritime prov.inces is earried on to only a limited
extent. Dairying is found to b. more profitable, and for this reason the dairy breeds
greatly predominate. Very little fattening on grass is done, although many cattle
inarketed from the pasture alone go direct to the butcher, but they are not fat. The
bulk of the fattened cattle go off for the Easter or late May markets as the prices are
usually highest at these seasons and the system of fattening suits this also.

. Almost all feeders tie their cattle. A few favour loose feeding, if straw were
plentiful, but it is usually scarce.

Very few feed off two-year-olds and a number who report their experience give
1,200 to 1,300 lbs. as the weight of finished three-year-olds. One feeder prefers in
buying to select steers rising four to sell at an average weight of 1,500 lbs. It would
seem as though the cost of production is not given serious study. The lessons of
Ontario feeders on this point may be useful to feeders in the eastern provinces.

Very few have a good word to say for buying feeders. Those offered for sale, it
is claimed, are usually badly bred and stimted i'n growth. One advanced Nova Scotia
feeder says: 'In most cases I raise my own steers which are bred from beef strains
Of cows. These are well fed from calves and invariably muature early then fatten
with 30 per cent less feed than purchased cattle and in a shorter period.' One Island
feeder who raises bis own stock raises two calves on one cow. As a rule steers that
are bought to fatten have to be carried on to four-year-olds in order to get good
carcases.

Grades of all breeds are said to be fed for beef in the maritime provinces. Most
feeders recommend Shorthorn but a small number express a preference for 'Devon
blood which is claimed gives smoothness and early maturity. These are said also
to show greatest gains on spare pasture. A good word is spoken for Ayrshire grades
which are invariably hearty feeders. Herefords and Aberdeen-Angus give Satisfac-
tion where used.

Replies in regard to the margin between buying and selling indicate that very
little close figuring is done. Those consulted expect to get twice as much in the
spring as was paid for the animals in the fall. One man says he usually pays $20
for animals he sells for $50 after six months -feeding. Those who buy and sell by
'eight claim that from il to 3 cents per pound of nargin is necessary to make a

profit. Much depends on the character of the stock. Gains on a fattening ration
vary from l to 3 lbs. per day, the majority reporting about 2 lbs. per day.

The maritime feeder does not, except in few instances, grow ensilage, but depends
o1 rots for bis succulent ration. Hay, roots and mixed choTp is the usual ration used.
The Most successful feeders give hay and turnips until about the end of January
then a light grain ration which is gradually increased until the limit of proftable
ýeeding is reached. Hay is fed to the extent of satisfaction, roots up to 60 lbs.
Per day, and grain commencing at one pound and reaching 8 lbs. or in some cases
10 lbs. per day. At the Nappan Experimental Farm the best results have been
obtained from the following method of feeding: For a month to six weeks each animal

32-4
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gets 60 lbs. of roots, about one pound of chop and clover hay with a small quantityof straw per day. The chop is gradually increased and roots or ensilage decreaseduntil it is getting each day 7 to 8 lIbs. of chop and 15 to 20 lIbs. of roots or ensilage.As a rule geef canot be profitably fattened in the maritime provinces on pur-chased feed. Most feeders produce their own although a few buy oilcake to help outthe ration. A small number of feeders, farming light land, find it pays to buy grainfor feeding in order to get cheap fertilizer. Mixtures of barley and oats are chieflyused although some use peas. At the Nappan farm, barley, oats and peas are mixedand grown together for cattle food. Clover hay and good oat straw comiprise thefavoured coarse fodder. Roots are preferred to ensilage because the former crop ismore certain. It is claimed to be as easy to grow 30 tons of roots as 20 tons of cornper acre with little difference in labour.

Many feeders who use roots liberally do not water their cattle. A few have waterbefore the animals in the stable and like it. The rule is to water once daily duringcold weather and twice daily afterwards at a trough outside. Maritime feeders mayprofit from a study of the methods employed in Ontario and Quebec as describedin earlier pages.



BABY BEEF.

While baby beef is not a quoted commodity in Canadian beef market reports, a
certain amount of quite young well anished beef is sold in the largest cities each
year. It is not for lack of appreciation of baby beef that the market does not call
out for it nor set a price upon it, but for the reason that the supply is too small as to
make little or no impression. Interviewed regarding baby beef one of the largest
maeat handling companies in Eastern Canada stated that the supply of such eattle

is conined very largelY to the Christmas and Easter markets. The tern 'baby
eef ' applies to bullecks or heifers ranging from 18 to 22 months old and weighing

from 900 to 1,100 lbs. Such cattle being well fatted, dress out from 58 to 60 per cent
of earease of the onest quality of beef, being auicy, tender, and of excellent pavour.
The consumer who gets a roast or steak from such a careas usually comes back f or
another prepared to pay a preium to get it, but the supply is exhausted, so that
no regular trade in 'baby beef' is allowed to develop. Cattle such as described bring
an advance of from 60 cents to $1 per ewt. at holiday seasons and from 40 to 50 cents
Per ewt. at other seasons of the year. It is worth the latter advance on account of
the high dressing perentag .and the larger premium because of the superiority 0f
the meat. The firm referred to would be glad to handle from 60 to 100 such eattle
Per week throughout the year for Toronto alone and pay a half dollar premium for
it over the regular market price of No. 1 butcher's cattle.

In the United States the production of 'baby beef' ls growing into an extensive
branch of the cattle industry. There, well bred calves are bought by feeders and fed
ou a ful fattening ration for about twelve months, when they are ripe for the trade.

I1 Canada the few that are sold are fattened on the farms where bred. They are

usually reared on their dais, never allowed to lose their calf fesh and receive a grain
ration continuously through 11fe. Two requirements are necessary in the making of
baby beef-well bred breeding stock and liberal, judieous feeding. Without the
former, thickness of lesh in the best parts cannt be obtaied, and without the latter,
Proper finish on such young animais is imposse.

It bas been proved again and again that gains are most eheaply made in Young
animals. An experienced feeder of baby beeves puts it thus: ' Two calves will eat
no more concentrated food than one big steer and make double the gain. A feeder
will do wel to put 600 lbs. on a 1,000 lb. steer in a year while two> well bred lusty
9l'ves, properly fed, can easily be made to gain 1,600 lbs. in the same time at no greater
0st.' Re figures that if a calf costs $25 and the big steer $50 at the start, he is one

fat animal to the good at marketing time. Any two young animale wis give better
returns for their food than one approaching maturity and this applies to cattle, bogs

or sheep. This does not mean, however, that high finish in baby beeaes is secured at
little expense. Tie tendency in calves and .yearlings is tO grow rather than fatten
8o that fattening is accomplished only at the expense of generou" feeding. A certain
Proportion of rough fodder is necessary to develop the digestive power of the animais
and this should be of good quality. The ration must iu the main be rich and wei
halapeed. Probably the best rough fodder that can be fed is elever or alfalfa hay and
ailage in winter with abundant pasture or soiling crop i summer. Chopped oats is
eafe feed and tends to develop thriftiness, but to this should be added sneh fods as
corn or pea chop, oil-eake, cotton seed meal or gluten meal, the latter heavier meals
being increased in proportion to the lighter as the fmishing approaches. When turned
n1 Pasture the grain ration may be decreased while the grass is abundant but it

soldOa so ds- onine j no matter how good the pasture. Heavy weigits are not
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desired or advantageous but it is hardly possible to make yearlings too fat for the
mrket. s a rule heifers fatten more rapidly than steers and can therefore be gotready earhier.

G orsiderable experimental work on baby beef production bas been done by J. H.Griadale, at the Central Experimental Farm. This work has been earried on eachwintor for a number of years chiefly with a view to aseertaining whether it is moreprofitable to rear beef cattle on a relatively poor ration or push them along on goodfeed right through their lives. Calves of grade Shorthorn cows calved in May, 1906,were fed on a comparatively heavy ration for 627 days or about one year arud ninemonths. During this period each animal gained 937 lbs., which when added to theoriginal weight 113J lbs., made 1,0521 Ibs. each. The cost of gain was figured out tob t.6 per 100 lbs. These cattle were not allowed to pasture but had all their foodtaken to them. Nor were they allowed to suck their dams. Following is the kind andquantity of food eaten by each animal in the group:-Oats, 559 Ibs.; bran, 893 lbs.; gluten, 1544 lbs.; barley, 159 Ibs.; corn, 131 lbs.;oi1 mea, 202 lbs.; ensilage and roots, 13,923 Ibs.; hay, 956 ibs.; skim milk, 1,719 lbs.;and green clover, 163 lbs.
Not having access to a market where baby beef was appreciated they sold for only$50 each, but the buyer found such satisfaction in handling them that lie would gladlyhave given a higher price for more of the sane kind.
Owiig to interruption in the feeding of the above lot of cattle, due to the over-hauling of the barns, the gains were lower and the profit less than with previously fedlots. The groups fed off the previous year made better returns. Calves dropped in'he spring of 1905 were fed on a full ration for 414 days, being sold at less than 15months old. At the commencement of the experiment the weight of each calf was 159Ibs., and cost five dollars. At the end an average gain of 758 ibs. had been made,bringug tiie total weight up to 917 Ibs. The cost of gain was found to be $3.84 per10d ilbs, whieh was 79 cents per 100 ibs. less than the group fed the following yearand heid six months longer. As in the above case the cattle were hand fed rightthrough. The cattle sold at $5.25 per cwt., less 4 per cent, leaving a profit, overoriginal cot ard value of food, of $12.10 per head. The food consumed by each animalwas as fohiews:
Oats, 396 lbs.; bran, 95 Ibs.; barley, 57J lbs.; corn, 2 lbs.; oil-cake, 168 lbs.;gluten meal, 47 lbs.; ensilage and roots, 8,443 lbs.; hay, 1,095 lbs.; skim milk, 2,270ibs. Te cost of this food was estimated at market values to be $29.20.
Prof. bay bas produced at the Ontario Agrieultural College some excellent speci-mena of baby bee- Tiey were reared and fed as object lessons for short coursestudents rater than to ascertain the economy of producing such animals. For theastern market, 1908, he sold a small shipment et 7 cents per pound alive, which wasfly a cent per pound higher than the highest published market quotation. If anadrance o one cent per pound for baby beef over the general run of No. 1 butchers'cattle could be depended upon at all seasons of the year there is no doubt the pro-duction of this class of cattle would become more genepal, but tii indications are tat

prime baby beef, like hot house damb and otbhredyee, but te indctio y a fwpeople who have the class of stock, skill and incaieat s twl be prout a fpe ewal dasof product to meet the demands of a special trade. The. e, et wernou a pgrewi gtendeney to market cattle younger than formerly. The demand for suh ia strong
even when in good but not extra fat condition. There can be no doubt lu the case
of calves which a feeder raises himself, it pays to keep them going getting them upn
the market in the shortest possible time. It is not difficult to make yearlings that havebeen reared as calves on skim milk with adjunets desirable te the market et 1 te 16
months old. Well fed stock of this age weighing up ts 80 Ibr . wl brkng as 1uco perpound as older cattle that have cost considerable more ln their lives for food smhplrof support. There is no doubt a bette, profit i realized by getting tii finished ste
off et this age than if heis dragged along in ar alf starv.d condition over another



winter and fed off as a two-year-old. Sucn catte need not command a premium
over older steers to make a good profit provided they have been handled with judgment.
These young animals make clheaper gains, and where the breeding is satisfactory there
is little doubt that they will find many eager buyers. This applies particularly to the
fatteniig of animais of one's own raising with such there can be only loss in semi-
starvation. In the case of steers purchased for feeding it is not as a rule advisable
to buy calves because frequently those offered are not well bred, and often they have
not been well started in life. In buying there is less risk in depending upon heavier
Steers, the condition and breeding of which can be more easily estimated and on which
the raiser bas already experienced all the loss that is necessary.

The making of 'baby beet' in its highest fori may be looked upon as somewhat of
a Special line requiring not only ~the knowledge of a well informed cattle man to breed
Or select the calves but the skill of a clever feeder to secure continuous gains from
calfhood to beef. Unless the calves selected are of the thick, well bred kind possessing
a natural tendency to fatten they are not likely to finish profitably under two years old.
Uless the feeder is able to so gauge the feeding so as to insure constant growth as
well as fattening he nay not be able to secure gains in keeping with the daily outlay
Of heavy feeding necessary in the making of finished beef at 18 to 20 months Old.

Unless thick, fleshy, iusty, well bred calves are procurable o'r unless the cattle cau b.
Placed in charge of a skillful feeder it is perhaps safer to adhere to the middle course
Of aiming to get the finished steers away at from 24 to 30 months of age. To defer the
finishing beyond this age on a farm where mixed agriculture is practised is to reduce
the profits accordingly unless the cattle are to be purchased and may be secured at a
comnparatively low price.
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VEAL.

While veal can hardly be classed as a standard flesh food along with beef, porkand mutton, it occupies an important position in the meat markets of villages, townsand cities. The veal season is chiefly contined to the spring months although a con-siderable amount of it is consumed at all seasons of the year. Veal is very largelythe product of dairy farms and the major portion of it sold consists of the calves,of herds kept for the production of milk.
The statistics of the stockyards of Montreal and Toronto show that 90,000 calveswere marketed at these two principal distributing points during the year 1908, andabout 110,000 during 1909; the receipts at Montreai each year being practically doublethose at Toronto. Statistics further show +hat about 60 per cent were received duringthe four months commencing on March 1. For Montreal alone the proportion forthese months was considerably higher than 60 per cent which is accounted for by theproximity of that market to a large territory where dairying is the prevailing agricul-tural industry. Taking Toronto alone, the receipts for the four months named includeabout 50 per cent of the year's supply. It is unfortunately true that a large propor-tion of the spring calves received, more especially at Montreal, but also to some extentin Toronto, are of exceediugly poor quality. Before the advent of federal inspection

in 1907 very large numbers brought in were less than one week old and a certain pro-portion of these still find their way to the market to meet confiscation or be disposed ofthrough local uninspected slaughter houses.
Of the calves, three weeks and over, which make up the great bulk of the offeringsthere are several classes ranging from prime veal to very inferior stock. The stretchof quotations in the market reports, especially during the spring months, indicates therange of quality. From two to ton dollars per head or from six to nine dollars per cwt.are common quotations and tell a striking story.
Veal may be roughly classed as heavy, prime and common. Heavy elves mayagain be subdivided into fat and rough. While the furmer bring a better puice perpound than the latter they are by no means as desirable to the trade as prime veal.A calf weighing more than 200 Ibs. is not wanted by the butcher unless at specialseasons of the year, such as Christmas or Easter, when a striking display in theshops i desired. Unles a calf is disposed of before it passes that weight it should

be carried on for beef, Old or heavy veal not only cuts too large but is tough, coarseof grain and of bad colour, being too dark for veal ad too pale for beef. This is whyheavy calves are undesirable and cannot be sold at a profit. When prime veal calvesare selling at $8 per qwt., even well fattened heavy ones bring about $5, and thosethm in flesh correspondingly lower. These figures represent the relative values in Mon-treal and Toronto while iu Chicago and Buffalo the difference in value is even greater.According to the figures of market authorities the proportion of prime veal to lightercalves is not more than from 5 to 10 per cent of the total receipts.

A Prime Veai.
A prime veal calf must have two qualifications. It must be between the ages offour and eight weeks and be wel fattened. lu addition it should carry a good depthof flesh on the back. This last named qualification is more a matter of breeding thanfattening. That is to say a calf from a sire of a beef breed would yield a more fleshycarcass than one from a dairy bull. Of the ninety thousand or more calves receivedat the two leading markets of Canada the number of prime veals is comparativelysmall. Perhaps six per cent command a premium over the top quoted market price.



The percentage of good calves, but not prime, probably reaches thirty per cent, leavng
more than half inferior specimens unworthy of a place in a well provisioned butcher
stall.

A good veal weighs fron 100 to 200 lbs., a prime specimen ranging from 120 to
160 lbs. A well fattened veal calf dresses from 65 to 70 per cent with the skin on,
in which condition it is usually sold. The meat is juicy, fat, finely grained, white and
firm. The fat is firm and almost pure white. Prime veal properly prepared is a
delicious article of diet and is at all times in demand.

It is important that one who attempts to raise veal understands how to judge when

a calf is at its best. Its head shpuld be comparatively small as compared with the
body and have a sleek appearance. The neck or ' scrag' should be thick, brisket full,
ribs well covered, loin wide, flanks full, points of rump plump and meaty, thighs

Plump and scrotum or udder full. It should have a generally firm touch all along the
back, and a sleek mellow skin that will easily lift from the body. A calf with such
Points is ripe for the market, is sure to give a good carcass of veal, and if carefully

Ioved and dressed is sure to eut up delicious, inviting, light coloured veal.

The Common Calf.

The common or inferior calf, that practically floods the market in the spring of
the year is a scrawny specimen, carrying comparatively little flesh and that of in-
ferior quality. The high price of nilk in recent years gives many the impression that
it is too valuable to feed to calves in its whole state, wi thhe result that after the
first few days the calves on many farms get little more than skim milk. They are then
turned over to the first buyer -who will take them at whatever price they will bring.
Before the days of meat inspection, no calf was too Young for the market, but the
risk of confiscation has largely put a stop to the marketing of very young calves.
While much of the 'bob' veal went into cans a large quantity was sold over the
counters Of meat shops marked in many cases at so low a price as to be readily taken
by the poorer buyers. Then there is the skim milk calf perhaps old enough to b.
thoroughly wholesome but of such poor quality that the buyer is not lixely to repeat
bis order for some time.

Inferior veal whether from very young calves or those insuflciently fed is a poor
article of diet. In appearance the flesh has a bluish tinge while the fat presents a dull
Yellow appearance. It is unfortunate that it should be ever offered for sale under the
guise of good veal. It is from eating such that veal bas become to many a very
undesirable food. True it is that cheap veal in the spring months is a blessing to
icany of the very poor in larger cities who are not able to pay the usual high prices
for beef, pork and mutton prevailing at that season of the year. It is also true that

f mauch of the lean veal sold were properly fattened the demand for it would greatly
increase and this would at once enhance the value of good calves that would then
assurely pay for the milk and other food that would be necessary to fatten them.
Sinee very young calves no longer pass inspection they must be fed for at least three
eeeks on something and unless this is good food a satisfactory price cannot be obtained
for them. Calves weighing less than 10,0 lbs., unless fat, should not be marketed as
theY sell for a sharp discount, By feeding veal calves judiciously until weighing 120
Or more pounds a satisfactory price is assured.

There is no doubt but that the consumption and consequently the demand for
eeal would increase rapidly if more good veal were offered. in Chicago, where federal
in8pection has been in operation sufficiently long to teach the consuming publie that
Veal is good meat, the consumption of this meat has increased from 7 to 10 per cent.

It i confidently believed that the illimitation of underweight calves is in large measure
'esponsible for this. in Bufalo, praçtically the same condition of affairs existe.
)uring a visit to the East Bufalo market in the spring of 1909 it was learned that

fully 50 per cent of the calves marketed were fattened veals possessing more or less

nity. spite of large receipts this heavy supply of fine veals did not meet the
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Fig. 33.

A Good Veal Calf.

Fig. 34.
A Choice Veal Calf. I

Fig. 35.

Inferior Calves.
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Fig. 32.

Calves four weeks old.
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quantity of the whole milk and to the mixture added a small quantity of fiax seed jelly.,
For one calf a dessert spoonfull of fiax seed is simmered-not boiled-in one pint of
Water until the mass becomes a jelly. This added to the milk constitutes an ecomoni-
cal substitute for the cream removed. From time to time at intervals of a few days
the substitute may be increased until in six weeks the ration is not more than half
Whole milk. In all cases the food should be warm. Feeding should be done three
timies a day, and overfeeding carefully avoided. Experimenters have found profit in
adding a tablespoonful of soluable blood meal to each feed of milk and fiax jelly.
The blood meal has a very favourable influence on digestion.

Very good veal calves may be made in four or five weeks. Under test a calf fed
whole milk for four weeks made a total gain of 70 lbs. The calf thus fed should
receive not over 16 lbs. of miilk per day at the end of the fourth week of feeding. The
experimenter concludes:-

'Probably a month is as long as it is advisable te feed calves on whole milk on a
dairy farm, or until they have reached about 160 lbs. live weight or 96 lbs. of veal.
This may be attaiued in a month, provided the calves are fatted as quickly as possible;
but one cannot expect to do it unless the calves are fed three times a day. An effort
should also be made to have the calves fat et a time veal commands a high price;
otherwise the returns from vealing calves on whole milk may not be et all satisfactory.

Some cow owners make a business of fattening calves for veal. Instead of milk-
Ing, they buy, as they are able to do at very low prices, young calves from their neigh-
bours. These they put on the cows until fat and when sold give place to others. This
is continued throughout the season. A good cow will feed two calves at a time for a
few weeks after calving and make good veals of them. As they are disposed of at
four to six weeks old a comparatively small herd will fatten quite a large number of
calves during a season. Such a system is hard on the cows and they require to be
fed well to hold up in yield and condition. This method is peculiarly adapted for
tough milkers, or those inclined to kick, either of which are available in almost every
dairy district.

The Future of the Industry.

The veal industry of Canada offers great opportunities for development. Instead
Of being, as it largely is, a comparatively unimportant branch of the cattle trade it
Might easily >e made a standard well established business. In all towns and cities
more or less veal is consumed throughout the year but as a rule it is called for more
as a very occasional change than as a more or less regular part of the diet. A very
large percentage of people never touch veal in any form, regarding it an inferior

class of meat. This is undoubtedly due to the poor class of calves usually sold for
killing. One meal of ill conditioned or too young veal is enough to convince many

Person that veal is not a desirable food, bence the very general disfavour in which
't is held. Federal or municipal inspection is already accomplishing much in
' Canada, as it has in the United States, in eliminating the unfit calf, more especially
of the younger elass, but calf raisers and butchers have it in their power to
still further raise the standard of the veal offered for sale, and on this more than
anything else, depends the development of a growing demand for higher priced veail.
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efining the districts, or areas, in which any one system is followed. For convenience,
2erefore, let the territory be divided according to the general methods in vogue in

each:--

1. The ranching methods covering a large area of southwestern Saskatchewan
'and southern Alberta, extending well towards the centre of the latter province.
This practically covers the area in which cattle are run the year round in large
or in small herds on the open range or under fence, under what are commonly
spoken of as 'range conditions,' in some cases without provision for winter feed,
and in others where a supply of hay at least is always provided against a time
of need.

2. The semi-ranching methods as adopted in such districts as Moose mountain,
Dirt hills, Qu'Appelle valley, and in large areas of northeastern and northern
Saskatchewan. Here comparatively large herds frequently run under fence or herd
in the summmr season, provided with cheaply improvised shelters or natural bush
shelter during the winters, and fed hay or straw.

3. The mixed farming methods as followed in many parts of Manitoba and
Saskatchewan and in northern and central Alberta, where comparatively small
herds are run on the native or cultivated pastures and given barnyard care, of a
more or less highly developed character, during the winter.

1. THE RANCHING KETHOD.

1. Under the ranching method proper, until during the last few years, little or
10 feeding was attempted. The rancher after selecting a location as favourable as
ossible for bis homestead and corrals, generally a good watering place, proceeded to
ease from the Government, or acquired, as much grazing land as nocessary for bis
herd.

The range is then divided into winter and summer ranges and the stock duly
randed and turned on either under herd or fence. The bulls are herded by them-
8elve until the proper breeding season, about July or August, when they are put with

oe herd, an average of one bull to 25 or 30 females. Wiere there are steers old
olugh- three or four years old-to market, a 'beef round up' takes place in the

all, early or late, depending on the condition of the cattle, the market demand, and
he neessity of the rancher. The beef ' eut out' may be exported or simply butchers'
attle, or a mixture of both, together with old cows and worn out bulls, fit only for

lners. If some of the steers, even the older ones, are not fit for market, they are
pIy left to run the range for another year in the hope that by that time they
i be 'beef.' The winter range baving been protected from summer pasturing, and

fa fires, is expected to carry the unsold young steers 'and 'she' stock through the
nter, without any additional feed. But through severe losses in the past, every
telligent rancher now recognizes the importance of providing a supply of bay or

ther fodder against the day of necessity.
The hay usually provided in this region is what is known as' prairie wool,' which

Simply the short, nutritious, upl and prairie grass eut on land not mowed nor pas-
eed over the previous year, so that the old dried grass is mixed with the new. It is

raked up immediately behind the mower and stacked the day after cutting. The
eculeùce of the newly mown grass is said to be absorbed by the withered grass of

the previous year2s growth, making the whole good feed. In putting up hay on a large
seale a full gang consists of four mowers, two racks, two sweeps and a stacker, re-

iri'ng twelve men to operate. Hay is not touched with a hand fork except to spread
t "bout on the stack. A complete outfit will mow, rake, sweep and stack from 45

50 tons a day. Frequently this work is let by contract at from $1.75 to $2 per ton,



measured in stack after settling for thirty days. Brome grass (Bromus inermis)
western rye grass (Agropyrum tenerum) and Timothy are also used to some small
extent as hay grasses where irrigation is practised.

Winter Hay Feeding.

Withîn the last few years, however, owing to changing conditions on the range,
due in part to the great influx of settlers preempting the watering places and dis-
secting the range lands with barb wire fences, winter feeding has been practised in
some sections. One plan tried with fair success is known as (Hay Feeding' ITay
or ' prairie wool' such as above described, is put up in quantities. Feeders are selected,
usually three and four or five year old steers. The corrals are located near water and
the hay drawn in daily and scattered on the ground direct from the big basket racks
into which it is loaded from the stack, one nan only being necessary to the team.
Tubs with barrel sait and sometimes a little sulphur, are placed where the cattle can
always help themselves. Three hunired and fifty head will consume about a barrel
of sait a week. Apart from this no other attention is given the steers, and while
cattle thus fed do not generally make very great gains in a feeding period of 180 days,
a good four year old will gain about 100 pounds, there are always some lusty feeders
which will ship well out of sucb lots, for good butehers', or even exports, while many-
will hold their own, or a littie better, and ship early, say in July, off grass, and thus nmeet
a good market. For finishing such cattle it is- well to have pasture which was not eaten
close the previous season, as they then eat the old cured grass along with the new.
which gives them a full stomach and does not scour. Such pastures give an advantage
of at least two weeks over that which is closely cropped.

It is estimated that bay costs about $3 per ton delivered in the yards to the cattie
on about a two to four mile haul, and it requires from four to five tons to winter a
four year old steer.

At one camp near Didsbury, Alta., visited by a representative of the department,
300 head of four-year-olds were kept supplied with hay, which was stacked from two
to five miles distant froin the feed grounds, by three men, cach with a team and large
basket rack, capable of holding from 2,500 to 3,000 pounds of hay. In another camp
four nien and teans supplied 500 bead of four-year-olds, but the hal was not quite so
far. In these camps the steers had absolutely no shelter, neither bills nor brush. Open
sheds had at one time been provided, but were abandoned as it was found that in cold
spells the steers would bunch into these sheds, when the heat generated by tbeir bodies
would cause them to sweat and then they would chill on going into the open to feed.
Winter hay feeding means giving cattle ail they can use; hay, water and sait, each in
abundance.

Hay and Unthreshed Grain.

Some profitable feeding has been done, using unthreshed sheaves of grain as the
chief part of the ration. Perhaps in this connection the experience of Mr. John Ross,
a rancher living northwest of Plncher Creek, Alta., as described by a representative
of this department, may be cited. Mr. Ross is both rancher and farmer, breeds ail his
fSeders, and they are good ones, prefers feeding four-year-olds and considers they do
best in cold weather. He aims to have them ready for market by the end of March
so as to be out of the way of the spring work. He has fed from 80 ta 100 head the
last three winters. Sheaf oats constitute the chief ration, but during the winter of
1908-9 sheaf wheat was fed. It was late sown fall wheat which did not ripen evenly
and would have made low grade wheat.. He fed 57 four-year-old steers and 16 spayed
heifers of the same age; started feeding at Christmas. The ration consisted of two
sheaves of wheat per head each evening, about 20 pounds of native hay in the morning,



running water in feed lots and rock salt always available. The cost of feeding may
be estimated-

Labour at $35 per month, including board, about $1 per head.
Grain, say 20 sheaves to the bushel of such uneven crop at 60 cents. per bushel

unthreshed on the ranch, about 6 cents per head per day.
lay at $7 per ton, a very high price, being so near the great mining camps

on the Crows' Nest Railway-7 eents per head per day. Makling 13 cents per
head per day for feed-for 100 days $13, and labour, $1; making a total of $14
per head for a feeding period of 100 days.
No outlay for buildings, sheds, wind-breaks or feed boxes was necessary. These

cattle were sold April 1st at $60 for steers and $48 for heifers. The bulk of tie steers,
with a few culls taken out, would weigh 1,400 pounds, and the heifers, nice, smooth,
and even fleshed, from 1,150 to 1,200 pounds. The benefits claimed for this systen
are:-Fall markets are glutted with grass beef, buyers only want 'tops' and are in a
Position to dictate both as to price and selection. In the spring prices are better and
Conditions reversed; sellers have more to say as to selection and price. Besides,
range area is being reduced and eut up by settlers and 100 head of matured cattie
require as much grass to finish them as would carry twice the number of young cattle,
as well also as relieving the winter range by the number put into feed lots.

Sugar Beet Pulp.

Feeding sugar beet pulp is being experimented with in the immediate neighbour-
hood of the Knight Sugar Company's factory at Raymond, Alta. When the factory
is in operation the pulp is dumped into a large lumber-lined open pit where it remains
without cover until the coldest winter weather is past. Towards the end 'of March
the cattle are taken in off the range and penned in open yards near the factory. The
plP is drawn from the pit in wagons and shovelled into the feed boxes. (Beet growers

can procure this pulp at from sixty-five cents to a dollar per ton.) At the time the

representative of the Departmeut visited Raymond, early in April, 1909, 800 head
Of rather rough, coarse steers were being fed. A liberal supply of pulp and straw was

kept before the steers all the time and, in addition, they were fed some well saved
tilnothy and a little alfalfa hay, together with a light grain ration of from two to
three pounds per day. The feeding period is from 90 to 100 days during which time

they are expected to gain from 250 to 280 pounds and be ready for market towards
the end of June.

Alfalfa.

As irrigation becomes more generally introduced throughout southern Alberta,
the growing of alfalfa hay will doubtless become a great industry, as from experiments
already made it does remarkably well in this district. When alfalfa is grown on a

large scale, it will undoubtedly greatly assist in developing a very large feeding
industry.

Grain Feeding.

With the rapid settling of the country, vast quantities of coarse grains are pro-
dneed, which, with the heavy freight charges from far inland points, reduces its market
value. This cheap grain, together with the curtailment of the ranges and the im-

rovemnent in beef prices, has encouraged winter grain feeding. The centre of this
dUstry at the present time may be said to be in the Lacombe and Stettler districts

Of Central Alberta, although of course, grain feeding ia done on a large scale
nan er sections of the west. During the winter of 1908-9 upwards of 3,000
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at both sides. A very good feed table is illustrated in Fig. 45 showing the pen of
Prize winning Galloway steers at the Calgary Spring Fat Stock Show. A 12 foot
trough gives 24 feet feeding room, and would accommodate under ' full feed' 100 head

FiG. 39.-FEDING TRtO<GGH WnrH HorPER. (nd view.)

of cattle. A feeding trough with sinall hopper in centre is illustrated in Figs. 39 and
40. This plan prevents the high winds, when the trough ils exposed, from blowing the
2neal away and also helps to prevent waste by the cattle.

FiG. 40.-FEnEING TsouGH wiTH HoPPER. (Side view.)

Contract Feeding.

There are always a large number of mature cattle that from bad wintering, or
por pasturage, are too thin to ship in the fall. The culls from the large droves
handled by the big dealers are frequently winter fed on hay or grain, under their own
luanagement, but sometimes they are leased out in smaller bunches for winter keep
81nd fishing. Contracta are sometimes madeo on one or other of the following plans:-

1. To run mature cattle through the winter on hay or straw, $6 per head.
2. To run mature cattle through the winter, giving all the hay they will eat,

$12 per head.
. For grain feeding, 1 cent per pound for the fall weight, and an addition'al

4 cents per pound for the gain betwveen fall and spring weights. That is, if the
steer weighs in the fall 1,200 pounds, and gains 200 pounds, the feeder would get
$12 for feeding and $8 for the increase in weight, or $20 for 100 feeding da,
which is the stipulated time under such contracta.
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Fig. 41. A carla of culls
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Fig. 42. Range Cattle in the Winnipeg Stock Yards.
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Fig. 43. Group of Spayed Heifers, High River, Alta.
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Fig. 44. Thick fleshed steers, fed in the open in Alberta.

Fig. 45. Champion Galloway Grades at the Alberta Provincial Fat Stock Show, 1909.
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Mr. Ross expected to make $16 per head out of the lot over and above the c,
of feed and labour.

A very interesting article contributed by Mr. W. F. Puffer, M.L.A., Lacom'
who has had large experience, fully describes what he considers the best method
feeding.

Intensive Fattening.
By W. F. PiqTer, M.L.A., Lacombe.

In the district around Lacombe and Red Deer, and in fact in that part of t
province generally spoken of as Central Alberta, the winter feeding of cattle
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to every 8 head is necessary; after they are on full feed a bunk would accommodate
nmore cattle. Self feeders may also be used and are very satisfaetory.

It is perhaps needless to say that attention to the smallest details is absolutely
essential to obtain the best results in the feeding of cattle, and this applies just as
emphatically with cattle that are being fed in the open, as under the most artificial
conditions. They must be provided with plenty of bedding, good clean straw a foot
deep; all frozen lumps of manure should b. regularly removed so that the cattle may
have 'solid comfort.' Remember that when cattle are lying down quietly and con-
tentedly chewing their cud they are making the most money for the feeder.

As above stated, the feed racks should always be kept filled and I always like to
supply the best hay at the first of the season before the cattle have got on to the full
grain feed.

I find, like Mr. Grayson, of Newdale, that finely chopped grain is best, beinrg
more easily digested. Barley and oats ground together is what is usually fed'; some-
times oats and whieat, but I have had better results from feeding barley alone. I
like to put in three-year-old steers weighing about 1,200 pounds. I begin feeding
about the lst of December 5 pounds of chop once a day, gradually increasing this till
about the 15th of the month to 4 pounds, twice a day, which is still further increased
until by the end of the month 6 pounds twice a day is being fed. This is gradually
increased for the next ten days or so when a little chop will be left over in the bunks;
they should then be filled up and never allowed to get empty. I find more grain is
eaten the third month than the second. Steers, such as referred to above, will some-
times average 2 pounds per head per day when on full feed, depending on the size of
the steer and the quality of rough feed and also, to some extent, on the weather.
Steers of good breeding will gain in weight in five months froin December 1 to
May 1 from 350 to 500 pounds. Such steers will continue growing after the date
mnentioned until sold, and I am sure no one ever yet experienced any difliculty in
getting a good price for such cattle in the spring.

I suppose objection would b. raised to the amount of grain fed, but I contend that
half-way methods don't pay, and, in my experience, the results obtained justify the
extra quantity of giain. On limited rations, steers do not become contented; they
remain on their feet too much of the time playing and fighting with others, thus
Wasting a certain amount of the feed consumed, whereas when put on full feed, even
the wildest cattle soon become lazy and lie down a great deal of the time when, as
I have already said, they are making flesh eonomically.

Another important item is the water supply, and it is most essential that water
should at all times be available. If water is supplied from a well, a tank heater is a
necessity to keep the water in the troughs from freezing, and it will pay for itself
in a short time if twenty head or over are being fed. If the water is supplied from na
lake or a strean then ample water holes should be provided, and attention should be
given that these are made convenient for drinking from so that the animals can stand
comfortably. This can be done by making a long narrow opening in the ice, say not
over twelve inches wide, and os long as necessary. A little ledge should be left al]
round the edges of the water hole to keep their feet from slipping in, and the ice
should b. chopped away at the back so that their hind, feet are down almost on n
level with their front feet. The ledge round the water hole will also prevent tho
water fromn becoming contaminated on warm days. Barrel salt, I find best, and it
should not .be allowed to get lumpy or hard.

Experimental Feeding in Alberta.

At the Dominion Experimental Farm at Lacombe, Alberta, Mr. Hutton, the
Superintendent, during the winter of .1909-10 conducted a very successful feeding
test of beef cattle. The description and results of the test are extremely interesting
as they show that eighteen steers fed practically in the open air made an average profit
Per head of nearly seventeen dollars.
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Average gain per head. 188
Average daily gain per head. 1.72
Average cost per 100 pounds gain. . . ... $7.42 ets.

Value per bushel of frozen wheat fed and marketed as
beef.. $1.281

Interest on investment for buildings and necessary
shelter.. 00 00

COsT.

18 steers of weight 1,130 pounds, at 3.658 ets. per lb. . $744 01

26,216 pounds prairie hay at $6 per ton. . . 78 65

9,123 pounds timothy hay at $7 per ton. . .......... 31 93

20,810 pounds frozen wheat chop at j ets. per lb. . ....... 138 73

'145 pounds salt.. .. ... .... .. .... 1 75

The cost of 222 hoprs labour and interest ($18.75) on

money invested' in cattle is notfigured, but it is more
than covered by value of manure available for applica-
tion to the land.

Total cost.. ... . · · .......... $995 07i

RECEIPTS.

Sold 18 steers, total weight 23,720 pounds, less 5 per cent

at $5.75 per 100 lbs... .................. $1,295 70

Profit on gain of two pigs following steers during last 6
weeks of feeding.. .. .. ·.............. 4.75

Total receipts.. ............. ........ $1,300 45

'otal cost.. ......................... 995 07

Total profit.. ............................ $305 38
Average profit per lIead.. .. ................ 16 97

NOTE.-Ioess of one steer, 1,130 pounds at 3.658 cents, plus
value of hay and chop consumed. ........... $49 69

Less 51 pounds hide at 5 ets.. .. .................. 255

$47 14

Profit of $305.38, less $47.14. . . ......... $258 24

Average profit per head covering this loss. . ........ 14 35

II SEMI-RANCING METUODS.
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date themselves to yard or open air feeding, and, as pure breused, the stockers show good breeding and make first-elass ffed they are generally handled loose in cheap sheds, as shown

FiG. 46. SHm FOR FE ING CArrLi LoosE

Fia. 47. ST11AW COVEriD FEEINIG SHErD.

Fig. 47 shows a straw-covered shed on the farm of JArcola, Saskatchewan, in which 50 head or more can be fed.feeding shed on the farm of Mr. W. H. Bryce in the sane n(accommodate about 100 head, all cattle running loose, of courexpensive structure but of a more permanent character.
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My cattle, mostly threes, with a few four-year-olds, in July. If they are onpasture, buy for fall delivery and secure best grazing possible for the balanekeep shipping out during the summer everything that is ready. For those that dfinish, a quantity of rape is sown in drills on the summer fallow. It is sown aend of June or first of July, and cattle are put in about lst of October. Somepasture should also be provided. I begin early to feed meal at night about aper head at first, imcreasing as the rape gets eaten down to two feeda daily. Iout all that are ready by the 15th of November. Those that are not then read'y s)be reserved for wanter feeding.
I have wintered from two to three hundred head during the past few wilI have fed a few tied up, others loose in large boxes in the stable and a large nuloose in open sheds, and last winter, 100 in barn yard. I have grown my own aland my yards are well protected. Where there is shelter the big steer can be fed !factorily in almost any way so long as he gets plenty to eat and drink. I feed gmixed grain twice daily and straw, using a larger proportion of oats in the earlyand heavier grains towards the end of the feeding period. I buy large quantas well as what I raise, and used fully 12,000 bushels last year. Outside cattle gmore grain than others, but they will use up more straw, and should have hospring. I have a deep well, 200 feet, piped to the barn and water in stables, atrough in one of the passage way doors, so that outside cattle can drink from ibave also a shallow well, tank and heater, and find it works all right.The best practice for the average farmer, I believe, is to furnish good paifor all stock he wishes to turn off. It is surprising how few do this. I have irape when the pasture fails to keep them going and start grain feeding early.well to sell early if prices are suitable, if not, feed them for May. A great many ithe serious mistake of allowing their cattle to fail until Christmas, and then stafeed. It is easier to keep on three pounds of flesh than to replace one lost pound.this country it is necessary to feed till May or June to get the best returns, as Istocks of frozen meat are laid in by the butchers in the fall and prices are usilow until May, although there are exceptions.
In winter feeding, the feeder should have an increased price- of quartercent per month, that is, steers bought at 3 cents, with four months to feed, shsell at 4 cents or better. Farmers should winter their young steers better. It 1A very light grain ration added to the roughage makes a great difference. Stcoming three years old, fed in yards with open sheds for stormy weather, giveithe straw they can eat, and about 3 pounds of grain once a day (fed in the evenwill hold their ow-n and bie ready to ship off grass early, say about July, when piâre usually good.
I have net dehorned very much, as I often have the cattle only a limited peiýut all stock should be dehorned and our sinmfafti .aHa -- 1A -- 4 t----

II. MIXED FARING XETHODS.



Fig. 50. Desert ed Basement Barn, owned by J. L. Cook, Newdale, Man.

Fig. 51. Open Feed Lot, a mile away froi buildings, owned by J. L. Cook.
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on the old farms of Ontario and the eastern provinces, even to the fault of being
without light and ventilation, Soon, however, with the adoption of suitable methods
of culture and the introduction of improved machinery, wheat growing became almost
universally successful, and 'mixed farming' came to be a bye-word and a reproach.
The reduction of freight rates on wbeat, consequent upon the development of the rail-
roads, together with inadequate local markets for surplus live stock, tended t en-
courage the growing ol wheat and to discourage the breeding and feeding of live stock.
Pastures were broken up, barns left unused or converted into horse stables, straw
piles were burned, 'money came easy' and wheat was crowned King. The Press,
the immigration pamphlet, the railroad folder, the merchant, the banker, the land
inan and the farmer bowed down and worshipped wheat, But it is wheat that is
peopling the west. On these rich virgin prairie lands, nothing gives such quick re-
turns for capital and labour invested as wheat. It enables the thrifty settler in a
few short years to become a land owner. The crowded peoples of the old lands hunger
for that of which we have a surplus-Land, and it is in the satisfying that land
hunger that Western Canada gets her population and Canada her prosperity.

But continual wheat eropping almost invariably results in impoverished and weed
infested farms. Seeding down to grasses and clovers and the production of corn or
other soil cleaning crops is the ultimate remedy, and the pendulum swings back to
live stock and mixed farming, which is unquestionably the highest ideal in agricul-
ture.

Continual cropping and bare fallowing exhausts the humus which is so abun-
dant in the virgin prarie soils and which is so essentiai an element in retaining
moisture, warming cold, heavy clays and in preventing the drifting of lighter soils.
Humus can most readily b. supplied te such worn soils through seeding down to grass
or by the application of barnyard manure. Through the agency of live stock the
grasses eau b. profitably marketed and manure manufactured as a bye-product. Fur-
ther, the incalculable waste that is annually practised on the purely grain farm in the
destruction of thousands of tons of straw and chaff, can be avoided. Live stock will
utilize these products and a safety valve is also provided in case of crop damage from
frost, hail or other untoward circunstances.

Manure.

Manure has generally been looked upon as non-essential. The early pioneer had
no use for it, but respected it to suich an extent that when the pile got too big in front
of his stable door he moved the stable, rather than the manure. The early settler had
no use for it either; he drew it out and burned it to be rid of it. Even yet it is
quite common to hear very intelligent farmers, who have not given it a proper trial,
denounce its use as unnecessary and even injurious to our 'fat fertile lands.' Manure
is, however, being used in every district from Emerson to Edmonton, and manure
spreaders being sold in ever increasing numbers, particularly in the older sections of
Manitoba. From evidence at haid a light coat of ten or twelve loads of manure per
acre thoroughly worked in, has the effect, even'on the richest soil, of increasing the
Yield, stiffening the straw and hastening maturity fromn five te ten days. Letters might
b. quoted f rom proniinent farmers in many districts, but a few extracts must suffiee:

A farmer'near Carman writes: 'After ten years experience in applying manure,
1 find wheat ripens from three to five days earlier., I have had better results from
the application of manure, than from land that has been summer fallowed.'

From Southern Manitoba another writes: ' Have been applying manure to my
farin here for 25 years. With 12 loads te the acre, applied on sod, wheat and other
grains ripen on an average five to tendays earlier than on land right alongside not
mianured?

Another fromi near the same district says: 'Ten loads per acre worked in with
a barley crop gives the next year a crop of wheat with stiff straw, good heads, ripening
about a wek arlier than on other fall ploughing?
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Testimony of Practical Feeders.

We are indebted to a great many feeders and dealers, who, in response to a
eircular letter sent out during the winter, have furnished much valuable detailed in-
formation. Space unfortunately precludes the reproduction of all these letters. From
the evidence obtained it would appear that the majority of feeders in the mixed
farming areas still follow the old fashioned methods of stabling all fattening cattle,
and in many cases, have them tied in stalls. There is, however, an evident tendency
to reduce the labour and expense of such methods by feeding in loose boxes and eveu
toward feeding in open sheds or corrals or with natural bush only for shelter.

J. L. Cook of Newdale, Man., after several years' trials in steer feeding in a
large basenient barn built for the purpose abandoned this method for the open feed
lot a mile away from the buildings, on the edge of a ravine with bush shelter only.
His 1908-9 bunch of 70 head are illustrated in Fig. 52. Mr. Cook buys his cattle,
preferring three-year-olds, weighing from 1,100 to 1,250. Oat and barley straw is his
Principal roughage with bay for spring feeding. Grain ration is one-third barley meal,
OAne-third shorts, and one-third bran, fed in limited quantities, beginning with 4 lbs.
per head per day and increased to 8 lbs. He considers markets too uncertain to put
steers on 'full feed ' as such cattle would have to be sold when ready. He feeds grain
from December 1 to the midddle of June and expects average gains of at least 250
]bs. per head. As to outdoor feeding he says:-

'I prefer feeding in the open with grain fed cattle. Loss is more frequently
oceasioned with stall-fed cattle being too warm than from being too cold. I always get
My best gains with 20 degrees below zero weather'

Mr. Cook's methods are very similar to those so fully described in Mr. Grayston's
Article which is herewith appended. The experience of other thoroughly experienced
and practical feeders might ailso be quoted to show that this inexpensive outside
feeding can be profitably practised in this climate.

Outdoor Wintering in Manitoba.

By Wm. Grayston, Newdale, Man.

A number of years ago Mr. John B. Cook of Newdale, in connection with the
late Dr. Harrison, built a large barn and started somewhat extensively into the busi-
ness of winter feeding beef cattle. After about three years experience during which
time the balance was always on the wrong side of the ledger, another buneh of cattle
Was bought and fed bay in shelter of the scrub which extends along the north side of
the farm, the intention being to bring the cattle to the barn as the weather got colder.
The cattle had access to open water in the ravines and appeared to be doing so well
that they were left out all winter. A small allowance of grain was added to the bay
about March 1. These cattle were sold early in the sumImer and were the first cattle
to net their feeders a profit. Since that time Mr. Cook has continued to feed from
*ixty to one hundred head of steers each winter, and the writer, as well as others,
has done somethting along the same line with satisfactory results. Years ago Mr.
Cook's plan was to buy in the fall a bunch of cattle, big, lean steers and thin cows and
heifers, almost anything with a large frame that might be made to carry meat. But
to-day nothing is selected but steers of good beef conformation and weighing from
1000 to 1,300 lbs., in the fall, steers that carry a considerable amount of flesh. Ex-
Perience has proved that the fleshy steer is the most profitable to winter and makes
better gains than the ]caner one, -an we rarely find a steer so fat from the grass that

will not stand a finishing spell with grain. These steers have usually been bought
from some regular cattle buyer, a premiùm being paid for the privilege of selecting

sitable feeders.
The steers are usually bought during October and allowed to run on the farms

1util hard winter sets in. As early as convenient after the steers are bought they
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J. R. Hume of Souris, on a section of land all under cultivation, feeds about 20
id everyy'ear, tied in stalls and never let out. Water in front of mangers; feeds
b and barley straw and oat and barley chop, increasing ration as period advances;
[ds hay and pulped turnips towards the end of the period; seils about 24th May.
to profits he says: 'As near as I can tell they cost me about 4 cents per lb. when

iave them ready for sale. I admit that there is not much money in feeding, but wo
ve the satis(action of knowing that the cattle consume a lot of stuif that has other-
se very little market value. Land that was manured four or five years ago, is

il producing ten to fifteen per cent more grain than land that has been worked
ýder the ordinary grain farming methods. I built a cattle barn with all the latest
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De above ground, and ventilated so as to prevent dampness, and be well lighted. Let in
the sunlight, let out the foul air and keep the atmosphere dry. It is not the cold that
kills but the darkness and the damp.

Expensive buildings are not essential. In fact, in this dry climate, even very
low temperatures do nlot adversely afect mature cattle, if provided with abundant
roughage, grain and water. The latter is absolutely necessary; with free access to
water cattle drink frequently, never taking large quantities at a time, thus- their
digestion is not interfered with and tþey do not get chilled as in the case when water
is provided once or twice a day only.

Cattle fed altogether in the open acquire a thick and mossy coat of hair; do not
bunch together as they will in sheds, and consequently never sweat and do not chill.

The liberty, exorcise, pure air and sunshine seem to counteract the efect of lost
body heat, and the steer fed outside, while possibly consuming more roughage, will
make equal gains to the stall-fed steer with an immense saving in labour, and the
canital invested in buildinr.

WNI. VAN HoRNE SHOWINGFi(;. 56.



Fig. 57. Cattle Barn on Farm of Sir William Van Home, East Selkirk, Man.

Fig. 58. Farm Buildings of J. R. Horne, Souris, Man.32-p. 0.
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THE BEEF INDUSTRY OF BRITISH CO:

By S. F. Tolmie, V.S., Representative of the Health of Animals
Branches in British Columbia.

for a number of year
ials who commenéed J



For close ranging, and on the smaller ranges where feed is more plentiful, the
Shorthorn is preferred, while on the larger ranches where the animal's rustling
abilities have to be depended on almost altogether, the Hereford bas the preference.
Yearlings, and upwards, are the age used and they are kept for about four years. One
bull is turned out for every twenty-five or thirty cows and the calf percentage runs
about 50 to 60 per cent. The calves are castrated in June and are weaned in Novem-
ber; they are usually fed hay all winter.

Thin cow stock are also fed some hay, while steers in this climate require some
feeding about two winters in every five. Where feeding is carried on it is estimated
that from 800 to 1,000 pounds of hay per head, consisting of clover, timothy and brome
g1rass, will winter a mixed herd of cattle in fine condition under ordinary circum-
stances. Alfalfa is successfully grown in some districts where it provides an excellent
winter feed; in other districts it winter kills badly. Under the above system three-
year-old steers are turned off in the summer weighing from 1,200 pounds to 1,300
pounds, while cows run about 1,500 pounds.

Some years ago a few consignments of 'dogies' were brought from Ontario but
they did not give satisfaction, and the shipments were discontinued.

Practically all the beef produced in British Columbia is marketed between June
15 and January 15, the price obtained being three cents for cows and three and one
half for steers at the railway shipping point. During the rest of the year the supply
is obtained from Alberta. Much better prices would be obtained if the animals could
be held over and marketed in the late winter and spring, but there is little prospect of
this being done with hay running from $12 to $25 per ton.

A large modern abattoir has been established at Vancouver within recent years
and many cattle are shipped there. The cattle buying and slaughtering business is
falling into the hands of large concerns and the small retailer is rapidly disappearing

It is expected that with the opening up of areas suitable for ranching in the
northern part of the province which are now being tapped by railways, that the range
cattle output will hold its own, but little change can be looked for in the immediate
future in the districts already settled as other lines of animal husbandry offer much
larger profits than the production of beef under existing conditions.

Predatory animals do not cause nmuch loss on the ranges. Occasional losses are
caused by bears and panthers but these do not amount to much. Owing to the country
being more or less heavily stocked with game little loss of live stock is caused byj
Wolves, which are able to get their food in the forests. Coyotes are not credited
by ranchmen with doing much damage. Some cattle men would like to see them pro-
tected on account of their destruction of gophers and other animals of a similar
nature.

Range cattle here are practically free from disease. Tuberculosis is almost un-
known on the range, while cattle mange does not exist in British Columbia. A small
outbreak of Black Leg was reported last year in the range country but, this should
be easily controlled by the use of the preventive vaccine now supplied by the Health
Of Animals Branch at the nominal price of five cents per dose.

Great improvement could be made in the cattle industry by the irrigation of
larger areas of land for the production of alfalfa and other suitable forage tO be
followed by a more liberal system of winter feeding. This should be coupled with a
careful selection of breeding animals and the use of only pure bred sires of good
quality.

The beef cattlemen of the province should form an association and heartily co-
operate with one another, bearing in mind that in unity there is strength. One of the
first objects of this association should be to improve market conditions and to ensure
graded prices according to the qualIrty (f their stock. Another matter that will need
attention in the near future is the systematie re-seeding of the ranges with the valu-
able buneh grass which apparently will be exterminated in some places if some method
is not soon adopted for its conservation.

32--4
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HOUSING.

The housing of cattle may be considered a necessary evil. Cattle would be better
wintered out of doors were it not for the severe spells of weather which would cause
suffering and loss. The disadvantages of the Canadian winter for cattle raising have
undoubtedly been over estimated. In an effort to protect cattle against the climate
it became the general practice among the more advanced stockmen some years ago te
endeavour to maintain in the stable a temperature approaching June. In this the
provision of nature to clothe the animals with a coat for the winter season was quite
.overlooked. Barns were built so close that they were kept warm frorm the bodies of
the animals. Fresh air-the very life of live stock-was shut out, or se nearly se as
te compel the inmates te breathe over and over again their own breath. The bank
barn became a popular structure and wa's built as early and as expensively as the
prosperity of the proprietor would allow. Many a farmer has burdened his business
in order to build a stone basement barn, which, in later years, has come te be recog-
nized as an enemy te the vigour of the herd. Actual experience has taught that the
basement barn, as constructed with few windows and without provision for ventila-
tion, is a failure and such are no longer built in progressive districts.

While as shown in the section of this bulletin for the western provinces cattle
are being profitably fattened out of doors it is nevertheless necessary for best results te
provide some sort of shelter for the breeding herds, young stock, and feeding cattle.
Warmth, however, is not a necessity. Se long as cattle are protected from cold
winds, storms, and dampness, they will withstand moderately low temperatures with-
out serious results. Nature supplies the necessary covering in a thickening and
lengthening of the coat, provided the demand for it is allowed te assert itself naturally.
In the prairie provinces, which have a dry atmosphere and plenty of sunshine, well
grown, vigorous cattle thrive well out of doors if given shelter from the wind and a
dry bed. In the eastern provinces the more moist and changeable climate makes out-
door winter feeding impracticable, so that for these provinces housing is necessary
for all cattle during the winter season.

Good air, sunlight, and dryness are the chief considerations in a cattle barn.
When te these are added convenience for work, economy of construction and main-
tenance, we have the essentials of a good barn. The shape is net important, provided
it allows for the chief requirements. The round barn has its advocates, some prefer
the square or rectangular form, while others again like the L-shape, or even two
wigs providing fine shelter for the yard. As a security against total destruction by
fire two or more smaller buildings have advantages when separated by sore distance.
Undoubtedly the most popular barn for the cattle raiser has a basement, or lower
story, beneath a roomy superstructure for storing food and bedding. Such an arrange-
ment lends itself te economy of construction and convenience in feeding.

The lower story, which, for obvious reasons, should b. built above ground, should
net be less than 9 feet and need net be more than 11 feet high inside. The height of
the superstructure will depend upon the storage room required, as modern fodder-
lifting machinery overcomes height in filling. It is an advantage te build on a slight
incline both for drainage and easy access te the barn floor. The wall should net, ho%
ever,.be built against a high bank. The back wall may b. banked three or four feet
high, provided numerous windows are arranged above it te let in the light.

Lighting.
The lighting of a cattie barn is of great importance, but it can in no measure take

the place of ventilation. ,To disinfectant is as effective as sunlight in the destruction
of microbes. Where light freely enters dirt and dust are likely te be removed. nattle
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During each period of no ventilation each animal drank eleven pounds more water,lost fifteen pounds of weight and gave an average of .55 of a pound of milk less percow. They ate practically the sane food under both conditions. The experience wasthe sane for each period while the test lasted. At the end of the fourteen days thecows were turned out and, without an exception, every animal deliberately licked her-self until not only the hair was removed in spots but sores were created. The itchi-ness was undoubtedly due to the overloading of the skin with impurities that couldnot be got rid of by way of the lungs. This kind of irritation and rubbing off thehair has been observed by every cattle feeder who bouses his stock in warm, un-ventilated stables. Such a condition is never observed when stock are allowed thefreedom of an open yard or have well ventilated quarters.
The cattle used in this experiment were vigorous milking cows, being well fed.They were accustomed te well ventilated stables. This, no doubt, explains the promptresponse te the changed conditions; it also graphically indicates, the evil effect ofpoor ventilation on animals even in healthy condition.
An experiment carried out by Mr. Grisdale at the Central Experimental Farmwith beef cattle bas even more valuable lessons for the Canadian cattle raiser. Duringone winter thirty head of steers were being fed in a building 35 by 42 feet, and with-out a system of ventilation. In another building, similar in every way to the former,except that it was well ventilated, was fed a similar lot of steers, taken from the sanelot in the autumn. Both lots were fed and treated alike. In the spring it was foundthat the gains made by the steers in the poorly ventilated building were much lessthan those made by the other cattle. The actual difference aiounted to a cost ofabout three cents per pound. The gains made by those in the poorly ventilated stablecost about 8j cents per pound, while the others put on weight at a cost of 5j centsper pound. Before the following winter a proper system of ventilation had beeninstalled m the first building, and cattle were fed in both barns under the sanesystem of feeding, with the result that both lots throve equally well, teaching thevaluable lesson that it is a very expensive and wasteful practice to feed cattle in anunventilated building. This experience led to the installation of a good systemu intoall the stock barns at the Experimental Farm.

An Approved System.
Contrary to the too general belief that windows can serve as ventilators, as wellas te admit light, it may be pointed out that the best results are not secured unless aseparate system of ventilation is prorided in cattle barns. Ventilation by windowsat times admits drafts and is too much influenced by outside temperature and thedirection and rate of the wmnd. Various arrangements of sash te provide ventilationby windows have been tried but at the best without success. An independent systenis needed, and that as simple as possible. A system that works under all conditionsof wind and weather is what is required. Both inlets and outlets for the air arenecessary and these should at all times perform the sarne functions. An inlet shouldalways be an inlet and an outlet should never give trouble from downward currents.For a number of years Mr. J. H. Grisdale has been experimenting extensivelywith various systems at the Experimental Farm. After giving practically all of theapproved systems a comprehensive trial in both cattle and horse barns he bas reacledthe conclusion that the 'Rutherford' system is the best. This systen, invented anumber of years ago by the present Veterinary Director General and Live StockCommissioner; and found to work satisfactorily in the severe climate of Manitoba isalready fairly well understood. The principle upon which it works is that of theordinary stove-the stable corresponding to the stove, the animals to the fire, theimlet te the front damper and the outlet for the foul air te the stove pipe or cbiny.Se long¿s the walls, windows and doors are fairly close, the animais raise tch tein

perature, and cause the ventilators to work, ad this in proportion tm te reuirements.
That is to say, it is automtic mn its action. The greater the number of animals and
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The ventilator works by virtue of the natural tendency of warm air to rise. Asthe air warma it becomes foul, rises and escapes by the outlets. As nature abhors avacuum the escape of the warm, foul air creates a suction of fresh air by means ofthe _1let pipes. Since the animais are constantly giving off warmth, the warm, foulair is constantly escaping and cold fresh air is at the same rate entering the stable,thus keeping up a gentle, almost imperceptible system of ventilation. To regulatethe ventilation a damper is provided in this outlet lue. The closing of this also stopsto a large extent the inilow of fresh air as the draught ceases stopping the suction.By the original system the inlet pipe enters at the floor level. This is to facilitate tasteady, unobstructed, almost imperceptible flow of air through the stable towards theoutlets. To guard against chaf, and dust falling into the opening, Mr. Grisdale, inthe new cattle barn at the 'Farm,' raised the openings about four inches above thefloor level. He claims that it works admirably. It is important that obstructionsat the ceiling be reduced to a minimum. All beams and joinst should be ceiled over.Even a very slight rise towards the opening facilitates the passage of the air. Whilefor convenience it is often necessary to place the inlets along the side or end wallsand the outlets at intervals along the centre of the building, the ideai arragementwould be to follow the stove idea in placing the inlets at one end at the floor and the

FiG. 63. CROss SECoN OF BARN SHowrNo now RUTHERFoSo ïsrEx MAT BE oiTALLED IN AI$HiLImiNG ALEEADY CoNW'raUuTED.

outlets at the other end of the building at the ceiling. The warmed air would riseover the cattle, the outlets would draw it in one direction and that away from theinlet end. This would guard against the possibility of stagnant corners, or of aircurrents dammmg each other, and therefore insure a gentle, continuous movement ofthe atmosphere, with a corresponding purity of air and uniformity of temperature.At fst tiionght it may be considered that a stable thus ventilated would bc cold atthe door and warmer towards the ceiling. Contrary to this by actual tests witi tier-
mometers suspended at r heights it was shown that the temperature ia prac-
tically the saine at the floor as at the ceiling and at all intermediatheirha its.

The amount of ventilation necessary for a barn depends ipon the nunier ofanimals to be housed. Sußicient is needed to maintain in uold weatnr a tenuperatur
of from¶0 to 45 degrees Fahrenheit. A well built stable, stoed to a resoabe
capacity, should have the air changed every 30 to 45 minutes. tair reuewd t tha



Fig. 64. Section of Interior Main Cattle Barn Central Exptr.mental Farm.
(Note provision for light and cleanliness.)

L

Fig. 65. Barni owned by Biggar Bros., Halton 'ounty, Ont. Section at upper trner
shows windows. also galvanized inetal intake pi pes of ventilation systemn. Interior
tittings saie as Fig. 64.
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rate will carry off the foul air as it is expelled from the stock; it will also remove the
vapour, which, if allowed to remain, would condense on the walls and ceilings. Objec-
tion has been made to metal flues on the ground that they drip and freeze up. When
moisture condenses on the inside of a flue it is evident that the ventilation is in-
sufficient, allowin'g the air to become unduly moist. It is well, therefore, to provide
pipes large enough to admit of being partially closed by slides, or dampers, should the
number of animals inclosed be reduced from the maximum that the stable would
accommodate. In addition it is well to cover the ventilating flue with building paper
and a close fitting wooden box or covering. This is a safeguard against cooling and
condensation.

The intake and outlet flues should be about the same in capacity, that is, pro-
vided the stable is tightly constructed. Because more or less air is sure to enter around
windows -and doors, the intake may be slightly smaller than the outlet. At the Ex-
perimental Farm this system is in operation in the main cattle barn in which the
milking herds are housed, a bull barn, a barn for fattening cattle and a horse
stable. The main cattle barn, 120 feet by 50 feet accommodates one hundred head.
It has three outlets for foul air each 2 feet by 4 feet, and nine inlets for fresh air,
each 3 feet by 10 inches. The fattening barn, 100 feet by 30 feet, which accommodates
50 head of steers has two outlets, each 2 feet square, and three inlets each 3 feet by
20 inches. The bull barn, 100 feet by 30 feet has three outlets about 3 feet square
and three inlets each about 3 feet by 20 inches. The bull barn outlets, although considered
too large, are stated to work satisfactorily under average conditions. The horse barn
which accommodates twenty-five horses, has two outlets, each about 2 feet square and
three inlets each about 3 feet by 18 inches. In all these stables the ventilation is
good under all conditions of weather.

Convenience.

The cost of securing suitable labour renders it highly important that a cattle
barn be arranged so as to save time and steps in tending the stock. This state of
affairs has done much to make loose feeding popular. This question is discussed at
length under another heading. Every cattle barn should have a number of loose
boxes, at least for calves and yearlings, and it is well to make provision for housing
loose, at least a portion of the fattening stock. Quiet, dehorned cattle about the same
age undoubtedly do as well loose as tied ,and require much less labour in feeding and
removing soiled litter.

The location of the feed room is of chief importance. This should be convenient
to the supply of 'roots, grain feed and coarse fodder. Whether it pays to mix ensilage
with other feed is a question that each feeder must settle for himself, and will depend
nuch on the location of the silo. For a barn only wide enough for two rows of stock
the best place for the feed room is the end, but for a barn 50 or more feet wide it is
more frequently located about midway of the stable at one side, usually at the back.
This location is convenient for putting down cut feed from the barn floor, and being
in front of the cfriveway to the barn does not obstruct windows. Where this arrange-
ment obtains, more especially when the barn has a side drive, it is better to place the
silo at the end of the building in order to avoid obstructing windows.

The introduction of modern feed and litter carriers have done much to solve the
labour problem in the stable. No barn is complete without this convenience, which
renders the location of the feed room of less importance than before these were in-
troduced.

Permanence.

The destructibility of wood, and the increasing value of this material, renders it
necessary to avoid using it as far as possible for foundation or flooring purposes.
Cement concrete is not only comparatively chesp but easily worked, not only for walls
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floors but it is well adapted for mangers, etc. Iron inside fittings well put
ully selected roofing material and the liberal use of paint on the outside not
ove the appearance of a barn but add greatly to its durability.

A Good Cattle Barn.
Mlany good barns have been constructed during the past few years. Figs.
66 represent a modern structure owned by Bigger Bros., in the county
on, Ont. This firm rear and feed off beef cattle and took pains in desigr
barn to meet their requirenpents. It psesses the essentials to an unusual del
Le matter of convenience, light, ventilation and durability.
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piping set in the cernent floor. As shown by the size and number of windows the
stable is well lighted. The stable, 56 by 84 feet, has nineteen windows, and the horse
stable, 30 by 60 feet, has thirteen. Each window has six panes, 14 by 18 inches. The
centre sash is hinged and may be opened on warm days. These, however, are not
depended upon for ventilation.

The 'King ' system has been installed. By this system the fresh air enters at the
eeiling and the foul air escapes by fines which open about four feet fron the floor.
Fig. 65 shows perpendicular metal pipes attached to the outside wall. These inlets
are four inches in diameter and connect with glazed tiles, which pass through the
wall. The outlets are four in number, and are placed two on each side of the feed
passage. These are carried to the roof where they are continued between rafters, each
pair meeting at a metal ventilator shown in Fig. 65 above the peak of the roof.
These ventilators are so constructed as to avoid the possibility of down drafts. The
outlet air shafts are constructed of double lumber with building paper between. This
is to keep them warm, to prevent the condensation of escaping moisture, and con-
sequent dripping or freezing up.

The barn accommodates 40 head of cattle tied in stanchions and 16 head loose,
besides two box stalls for calves. As shown it also has a feed room and a separator
room and box stalls for roots or stock beneath the double driveway. Two circular

RACE ?b LONG F»ODOLEA Fro PAOM A&CYZI DBARNV
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Fia. 67. Gaoun PLAN or SHED Foi LosE FErENG, OWNED BY Go. P. BARIE.

silos stand at the east end. The stable walls are ten feet 9 inches high inside. The
corner and side posts of the barn above are 18 feet long. As far as possible all doors
slide on rollers. When visited on a severely cold winter day the temperature of this
stable was about 45 degrees Fahrenheit, the atmosphere was fresh, stock comfortable
and contented, and their skins were apparently in a healthy condition.

Shed for Loose Feeding.

In the section of this bulletin dealing with finishing beef cattle reference is made
to the shed used, and systen of feeding adopted by Geo. P. Barrie, near Galt, Ont.
Fig. 67 represents the ground plan of -Mr. Barrie's feeding shed. Above the shed
is a feed loft connected with the main barn from which hay and other fodder are
supplied to the racks ngainst the walls for the cattle. The wall a inch Inmer
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MARKETING.

The market is the objective point of every live st



must be a strong factor in deciding a matter of wben to sell. It may or may not pay
to buy concentrated food, but it seldom pays to purchase roots, hay or ensilage- for
beef making. Feeders, after considering the age, quality, and condition of their cattle,
should decide, when putting them on a fattening ration, how long they should be fed,
and then feed and market them accordingly. It is safer to do this one year with
another than te follow the policy too often pursued of getting the cattle ready and
then. waiting for the market to become satisfactory. In times of normal supply too
often the consequence of such a policy is a heavy run of stock and a serious drop in
values just at the wrong time.

There are shippers in most beef-raising !ocalities anxious to buy good cattle froi
old customers at a fixed price to go at a stated time. Many Christmas, Easter and
May cattle are sold in this way. One must decide from his own judgment and ex-
perience whether it is better to sell in this way or ship to a commission firmx when
the cattle are ready. Neither plan is always better than the other. It is a fact, how-
ever, in so far as Ontario is concerned, that more and more export cattle are bought
in Toronto instead of at the farms, as was the rule years ago. Exporting firms, that
a few years ago had buyers going about the country, have withdrawn them, and now
depend on the cattle coming to them at the Stock Yards.

It is the privilege and in fact, almost the duty-of the man who has cattle to sell
to keep himself informed upon the condition of the market. He can do this by the
market report, and by telephonic communication with bis dealer; and, in addition, he
would do well to visit the market from time to time to see how trade is carried on,
the relative value of cattle of different classes, and make the acquaintance of men
in the business. There is much valuable infornation a feeder can pick up during
visits to a large market, especially if lie accompanies a shipment of his own feeding
with the purpose of interesting buyers in him and his cattle.

Grades of Cattle.

In a market like Toronto, Montreal or Winnipeg, cattle are graded as exporters,
butchers, stockers, feeders, and canners. Butchers are subdivided into Nos. i, 2 and 3
Exporters are not necessarily better finisheds or worth more per pound than buteliers,
but they are usually a bit larger and heavier. A strong, fleshy bullock stands the
shipping well, dresses out a good weight of beef, and it costs no more for ocean freight
for a large animal than for a small one. Heavy exporters go chiefly to London, Liver-
pool and Glasgow, while many less heavy steers are taken to Manchester. Buying
for this latter market is creating a competition for buteher's stock to the advantage
of the seller. While there is still a large but decreasing number of unfinished grass
cattle, more particularly from Western Canada, and known as 'ranchers,' exported
to Great Britain, the great bulk of exporters are of good to choice quality, and weigh
from 1,200 to 1,500 pounds. The selling value is more a matter of finish than weight.
Top-priced steers exhibit a well-bred appearance, and carry sufficient flesh and fat to
dress out from fifty-five to fifty-seven per cent of carcass.

The majority of cattle, exclusive of feeders and stockers, sold on Canadian markets
belong to the butcher elass. These are valued largely according to condition asregards fnish. They are usually younger and smaller than exporters, anI those of
No. 1 class are quite as well finished and usually bring as much a pound. A 1,200
pound bullock that will dress out fifty-eight or more pounds of carcass to the live
hundredweight will command a premium over the quotation for No. 1, which dresses
out a saller per cent of carcass. At no season of the year is the percentage
of this class large, and this keeps up the price. From Christmas to June the supply
is most generous, but during the remainder of the year grades two and three are by
far the miost common. No. 2 cattle are less well finished, dressing fifty-two to fifty-
four per cent, while No. 3 includes thinner stock and lower grades, often showing
dairy forma and colours. Most butchers' cattle are slaughtered in the cities where



sold, although a good number of cars go out from Toronto during the year for Mon-
treal and intermediate points. In this age of large abattoirs and refrigerator cars,
many towns that years ago were supplied by beef killed at home now depend on the
large meat companies in Toronto and other points for their supply. This condition
is centralizing the trade and building up yards, and improvimg facilities whereby
buyers and sellers are brought together to deal in a thoroughly businesslike manner.

Stockers and feeders include calves, yearlings, two-year-olds, and older cattle
that are to be sent back to the country for further feeding. Each is graded according
to age, quality and condition. The younger e1iss, usually weighing from 500 to 800
pounds, and known as stockers, are frequently bought to keep a year or more before
they are ready for beef. Feeders are not only older and larger than stockers, but are,
as a rule, better fleshed. Feeders under 900 pounds are not as popular as heavier
cattle, and many bullocks more than half fat, that would make fairly good hutchers'
cattle are pre#erred, more especially i spring, to finish on grass for the June or July
market. While such cattle cost high prices, if well bred and thrifty, they put on weight
rapidly-forty to sixty pouinds a month-and come back No. 1 beef, usually for export.

Preparing Cattle for Shipping.

It pays to prepare cattle for shipment in order to reduce as far as possible shrink-
age during transit. Grass cattle should be yarded for a couple of days, and fed hay,
preferably timothy, and if grain bas been fed the ration of this should be reduced.
A few day's feeding on dry oate, about five pounds a head, is recommended by good
cattlemen. Water should be allowed constantl until the morning they are to leave
the farm, and care should be taken to drive them leisurely to the station. This method
will reduce scouring and shrinkage to a minmum.

Shippers need never load cattle into dirty cars. The law compels railroad con-
panies to clean all cars before sending them out. Cars should be bedded with straw,
sawdust, sand or other material, that will prevent the cattle froin slipping or becom-
ing sore. The expense of bedding the car must be paid for by the shipper.
Cattle cars vary in size, and are charged for according to their length. It pay;
therefore, to fill the car well, as na rebate is made for underweight, although
extra weight is liable to be charged up to the shipper. Cattle ship better when fairly
tight in the car, more especially if they are, as they should be, of about uniform size.
A good load for a 30-foot car is from eighteen to twenty head. If the cattle are to be
on more than twenty hours it is well to put 200 to 300 pounds of good hay in each car.
If the car is not provided with racks, the hay should be strewn along the sides and
ends where it is least liable to become trampled under foot.

Cattle that have been properly prepared and comfortably shipped will reach the
market in a normal state ready for a drink, which will, with a good feed of hay, put
them in attractive condition for the buyer. An excessive fill on the market is often
detrimental to a good sale, as buyers detect such a condition, and are apt to neglect
cattle so filled until late in the day, when they may have commenced to scour, lose
weight, and look mean. Feeding grain m excessive quantities to cattle on the market
is an unvise practice, and should be condemned. To secure weight by this method
became a common practice on the Toronto market, until in February, 1910, when
buyers issued a notice in which they jointly pledged themselves to refusie to buy cattle,
whieh after arrival on the market, had been given any other feed than hay and water.



THE PRINCIPLES OF PEEDING.



Fig. 68. No. 1 Ex port Steer, two years old. Weight, 1,400 lbs. Estimated dressed weight,
812 Ibs., or 58 per cent.

Fig. 69. No. 2 Beef Cattle. Live weight. 1,780 lh. Dremsed weight, 943 Ibs., or 53 per cent-
of lîve weight.
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Fig. 70. No. 3 Beef Cattle. Live weight, 1,750 lbs. D>ressed weiglit, 870 lbs., or 50 per cent.
of live weight.

Fig. 71. A Good Butcher Heifer. Would dress about 53 to 54 per cent.
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Fig. 78. Short Rib Roast froin International Champion Steer.
Total weight, 60 Ibo.; bone, I lbs.; meat, 49 lbs. Meat of superior quality.

Fig. 79. Short Rib Roast from Steer shown at Fig. 69.
Total weight, 40 Ibs.; bone, 12 lIbs.; meat, 38 Ibs. Meat of good quality.

Fig. 80. Short Rib Roast from Steer shown at Fig. 70.
Total weight, 35 lIbs.; bone, 12 lbs. 8 oz.; meat, 22 Ilb. 8 oz. Meat of pour quality.
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Palatability.

portant that a food should have an agreeable smel
to eat it with relish. Thiisi a value distinct
excites the appetite and causes the animal to 4

flow of digestive juices. In some cases a food
to another. The employnent of some condiment
iere the animal has lost its appetite or the food
ue of these condiments is generally due not so i
ossession of a particular odour or flavour.

ýeder knows the importance of having a food whi
it a rate which is neither too fast nor too slow. ]
y is not likely to be so well digested as it woul
y although it would be equally undesirable. to hi
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ringents are straw and cotton seed meal. Good
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Horned cattle not treatetd while calves may be readily dehorned by either an
ordinary meat saw or dehorning clippers. The pain of such operation has been over-
estimated and the mortality is practically nothing. The exact loss of flesh due to
excitement, loss of blood and pain, is difficult to estimate, as very much depends upon
the skill of the operator, and perbaps more still, upon the temperament of the animal
operated upon, nervous; irritable animals, suffering a greater set back than quiet,
sluggish ones. In any case the loss is seldom great. At the Central Experimental
Farm no great difference was observable in the effect of the different instruments
used in dehorning except that there was but very little blood lost where the saw was
used.

It is not advisable to dehorn in very cold weather nor should it be done during
fly time. March, April, October and November are favourable months.

To secure an animal for dehorning a strong post or stanchion is necessary or, if
much of it has to be done, it is worth while to erect a dehorning chute. For a small
herd it does very well to use a stall partition post to secure the animal. The victim
shbuld be backed into the stall and its head securely fastened to the pôst. A lead
ring attached to the nose takes the animal's attention from the operation. In addition
a rope should b. put on in such a way as to form a noose over the nose to give control
of the head. A dehorning chute is simply a strong stall built in the yard with the
forward end so arranged that the stanchion may be closed tightly on the animaPs
neck close to the head. The head when thus fastened should be not more than 20
inches from the ground, A noose firmly held completes the fastening.

Either the saw or clippers may b. used and there is little to choose between them.
The saw as a rule makes the neater job, but, the clippers perform the work more
rapidly. Occasionally clippers crush the bone causing a slow healing. Unless the
horns are taken off very close they bleed badly and stubs grow. The eut should take
about one-sixth of an inch of the skin around the base of the horn and should b.
slanted with the natural slope of the head. Some animals bleed severely. To prevent
this wind a piece of strong twine firmly around the head just below the horn bases
so as not to interfere with the operation. Then tighten the twine by drawing together
the upper and lower strands mid-way between the horns and fasten with a knot.
Twine put on in this manner presses firmly against the large arteries. In a few
hours the twine may be removed when danger from bleeding will have passed.. De-
horned animals should not be allowed to rub against hay or straw stacks until the
wound has healed. An application of carbolized oil or pine tar and lard after bleeding
ceases will hasten the healing.

An examination of cattle from day to day in large markets proves that many
cattle are badly dehorned, allowing stubs to grow out from the head. In many cases
the stub turn daown mrviniy in nn. nnt.ini the pir,; *,+ +Xn -+-4 - -:



ESTIXATING THE WEIGHT OP LIVE CATTLE.

Long experience in the cattle trade may enable a feeder or dealer to estimat

mal's weight fairly closely. At times, however, even the experienced are out m

scale is applied. The beginner, when the scales are not at hand, usually guE
er too high or too low. We have seen a 1,100 pound animal's weight varie

mated at from 850 to 1,250 pounds,-a wide difference of 400 pounds and

»ig farmers who had been raising cattle but usually selling per bead in plac

hunderd weight. This is but one instance of the hundreds similar that have c

[er our notice in recent years.
Where the stockian does not have a scale the following table of weights b

n heart girth measurements will be found to give an approximately fair ide

animals weight. The girth should be taken just back of the shoulder and for

the place where the body is shallowest. This place may be found by drawing
e back and forth a few times before tightening to take the measurements.

Store Cattle. Fat Cattle.

Heart Girth.

Fair condition. Good coftdition. Fair condition. Good condi

Feet. IncheI. Lb8. Lbs. Lbs. Lbg.

5 0 650 700 700 7
5 1 675 725 725 7
5t 2 700 750 750
5 3 725 775 775 8
5 4 750 800 800 8
5 5 775 825 825 8
5 6 850
5 7 825 875 875 9
5 8 Sm 900 9w 9
5 9 875 925 925
5 10 900 950 950l
5 il 925 975 975 l'C
6 0 950 1,000 1,000 M
6 1 1,000 1,050 1,050 1.1
6 2 1,050 1,100 1,100 1;1
6 3 1,100 1,150 1,150 1.
6 4 1,150 1,200 1,200 1l
6 5 1,00 1,250 1,250 1,1
6 6 1,250 1,300 1,300 Le
6 7 L 300 11350 1,350
6 8 1,350 1,400 1,440 L'
6 9 1,400 1,450 1,450 ij
6 10 1,450 1,500 11500 1

6 1 1,500 1,550 L,550
7 0 1,550 1,600 1,600 1,
7 1 1,600) 1,650 1,650 1
7 2 1,650 1,700 1,700
7 3 1,700 1,750 1,750 1,
7 4 1,750 l00 1,00 1,
7 5 1,800 1,850 1850 1,

7 6 1,850 1,900 1,900 1,
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FRESH BEEF FOR THE FARMER'S TABLE.

n country districts, except where farmers co-operate to supply themselves
beef, the meat diet of the people as a rule consists of pork, especially d

ammer months. In certain favoured sections through the agency of the
er more or less beef s used throughout the year. Too often, however, the'
upply of beef thus secured is of inferior quality, being cut from the caiI cows or lean cattle unfit to ship to market. When only such beef is ava

ised more as a change than as the regular meat portion of the diet. Pork
'cured and stored has of necessity become the meat food of the people. D
,iter season the farmer is able to provide his family with well finished
ied in his own barn. At that season the meat can be kept fresh in good con<
used. It is during the more trying weather of summer that fresh meat is esp
,irable. The dififculty of securing it bas in many districts been overcome
-rative system whereby a stated number club together and furnish the an
butchered and distributed to the members throughout the season. The as!
which are known by several designations, as 'Beef Syndicate'; 'Mutualiation' and 'Beef Ring' have memberships of from 16 to 40 members an

a few months in summer, in some cases, to the entire year in others. The
ar membership is twenty and the length of season twenty weeks. To deE
0 memberships' society will sufice to illustrate the working of the small
Sorganizations.

L twenty-member beef ring usually runs for twenty weeks, each member su
ne animal during the season. The animal should dress about 400 lbs. 1
,d gives each member 20 lbs. per week. The beef is eut up according to a
ach member gets a steak, a roast and a boiling piece each week. It is distril
ch a way that each member will have received all the cuts of a carcass d
cason. In this way absolute fairness is meted out to all. In the case of
holds, two members together, take one share between them, and of course pr
mne animal. Sbould a member require and receive more than one regular
,eek the matter is adjusted at the end of the season according to the prie
1 fixed by the society at the beginning of the season. The usual price has
er of years been about seven to ten cents per pound.
n some districts the sixteen-member ring is most popular, as less cutti:
red, and in the case of small familit- a hm fa - -, . -42r-
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shall be



9. The butcher shall market all hides and pay over to the treasurer the mor
obtained by him for the same, and shall receive for his services the sum of two dolli
per head for all the animals slaughtered, eut up and distributed by him.

10. The money obtained by the butcher for hides shall remain as a fund in 4
bands of the treasurer for the purpose of defraying the necessary expenses of I
society, and settling the diferences of accounts between members at the end of es
season.

11. No member shall have the privilege of withdrawing from the society with
the consent of the majority of said society, and in no case will a member be allow
to withdraw until his accounts are settled with the society.

12. The above articles and regulations governing tlis society shall remain
full force and virtue unless amended by a two-thirds vote, after a notice of su
amendment bas been regularly given.

The System of Division.

The carcass is divided according to a diagram. The acconpanying chi
Fig. 81 of one side shows a very satisfactory system of division. The other si

56 0 0i
q'4

13 "outatot 01
- Cyr 18 éarnr

r15 19 20

Fra. 41L DIAGRAM SnowIlso DivisioN, oF CARCAss FOR A TWENNýT MElsSER BEEP Rl-,Gý.

or half is similarly divided. The following table shows a satisfactory combinati,
of cuts for the different members:-

Roas-t. Boil. Steak.
113 1
214 2

3 19 3
4 16 4
5 17 5
6 1

715 7
8 128

10 1110

Method of Coupling Cuts.

•The@-above table shows the three pieces received fromi one-half of the carcass 1
ten members thie first week of the season. The other half is simiilarly divided among
the remaining ten membepe, On the second week, member -No. 1 drops to No.
position and No. 10 takes the place of No. 1. This syvstem is followed dnrine il



season. As a rule each member provides himself with two or r
quality each bearing his name. The portions due each me
respective bag and hung on the hook under his name. Thurs<
killing and the members go for their meat on Friday mormni
storage the meat can be held until the members deside to ta]

' 0OLD STORAGE FOR THE MAT.

While freshly killed beef, especially when taken from
and well fattened animal is much superior to salt pork during
year it may be further improved by what is termed 'maturi

one
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The size of the refrigerator needed depends upon the use to be made of it. The
plans shown provide for a cold room 4 ft. by 3 ft. 9 inches and 7 ft. high. This would
easily accommodate two carcases each divided into four quarters. If a larger room
is required a correspondingly larger ice box should be provided.

The ante-room is an important part of a refrigerator. This like the cold rooni
should be provided with close fitting hollow or double doors. The ante-roon and cold
room doors should never be open at once nor should either be left open longer than is
absolutely necessary or ice will be wasted. The ante-room may be used for cutting
up the meat. Hooks should be placed on the walls to receive the bags containing the
shares of the members.

Construction.

All lumber, except clapboards, should be tongued and grooved, and spruce onlyshould be used for the ice box, cold room and ante-room. No tar paper should be used,
on account of its strong odour.

The building will be better, and more permanent if placed on a stone or concrete
wall. Otherwise it must be well 'banked' to prevent circulation of air underneath.

The extra course of lumber under the siding, also the dead air space, may be dis-
pensed with on the walls of the ice house, but not on the other parts of the building.

The partitions between the ice chamber and the other compartments, and also
between the ice box and the cold room, need to be well insulated, as shown, to pre-
vent dampness. A poorly insulated partition against an ice chamber will become
cold on the surface and consequently collect moisture. Many refrigerators and cold
storages are failures from this cause. Emphasis is laid on this point, because thin
partitions are occasionally placed between the ice chambers and the cold rooms, on the
theory that refrigeration secured in this direct way is all that is needed. Dryness in
a refrigerator is just as important as low temperature.

No roof is shown in the plan. That is left to the fancy of the builder. The con-
struction of the ceiling should be the same as the walls and the corners must be
thoroughly close.

Sufficient room must be left above the small compartments to allow of the blocks
of ice being transferred to the ice box through the ice trap door.

The window in the ante-room has double sash, each sash being double glazed,
giving four thicknesses of glass. Shutters are needed to keep out direct sunshine.

The floor under the ice box should be covered with galvanized iron, sloping in the
one direction, with a gutter at the lowest edge to carry off the water from the melting
ice. The drain pipe from the gutter must be trapped to prevent the passage of air.
A simple plan is to have the end of the pipe turned down and extending nearly to the
botton of a small dish or vessel of any kind, so that the water will rise above the
end of the pipe before the dish overflows.

Planing mill shavings are highly recommended for filling the spaces between
studding and joists as shown on plans. They are always dry and do not become musty.
If they cannot be procured, sawdust is probably the next best thing, but it should
be th-oroughly dried before being used.

The spaces between the studding around the ice chamber should not be filled. Any
filling will eventually become damp from the ice, and damp material of any kind has
very little insulating value.

Management.

As there is no floor in the ice storage, the earth beneath it should be well drained.
The surface should be covered with 6 to 8 inches of broken brick, coal einders, tan
bark or other similar material of a non-conducting character. If nothing better can



be produred broken or cobble stone covered with a layer of gravel or sand will answer.
This material will make a good permanent bed.

Before filling with ice, 8 inches of sawdust should be put over the permanent bed.
This should be renewed each year. The ice should be packed as closely as possible,
filling all spaces with crushed ic&-well rammed. A space of 12 inches should be left
between the walls and the ice, to be filled with dry sawdust. The top of the ice should
also be covered with 12 inches of dry sawdust. If sawdust cannot be procured, hay
or straw either eut or long may be used, but the space filled should be 18 inches in-
stead of 12, and the filling well packed.

To utilize the cold room, fill the ice box with cleaned ice in lumps as large as con-
venient to handle. The box shown on the plans will hold sufficient ice so that it need
not be filled often. The openings at the top and bottom of the partition between
the ice box and the cold room may be fitted with a slide to regulate the circulation of
air.

Particular attention must be paid to keeping the doors perfectly air-tight. A
cushion of thick felt for the door to close against is about the best thing to ensure a
good joint.

It is necessary to keep the refrigerator as sweet and clean as possible. It is
advisable to use a liberal amount of sawdust on the floors so that drippings from the
meat may be readily absorbed. The sawdust should be changed, at least those portions
of it that have absorbed drippings, at least once a week. Care should be taken to keep
doorways through which the carcases pass cleanly washed.

Killing and Cooling Beef.
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IXpoRTs of Live Cattle into the United Kingdom from Canada, the United States
and the Argentine.

Canada. United Sttes. Argentine.

Year..._ _

No. Value. No. value. No. Value.

.1895 85,863 6,797,615 284,258 26,627,461 39,436 2,982,4491896 97,042 6,816,61 385,350 35,932,727 6à,699 4,495,381897 120,063 6,454,313 396,371 37,052,990 73,852 5,613,73419 12,106 7,403,990 342,689 31,668,909 89,369 6,576,9261899 115,476 7,129,430 303,539 27,737,770 85,365 6,777,0831900 115,056 7,579,080 423,181 33,819,164 38,562 S.2,3891901 119,050 8,028,476 454,590 36,606,204 None None1902 148,927 9,742,738 527,118 24,301,969
1903 161.170 10,842,438 519,963 37,725,452 27,817 2,217,5231904 148,301 10,046,651 599,180 41,415,729 None None1905 1,9,078 11,047,167 571,153 41,007,375
1906 163,994 11,045,463 494,866 88,273,132

*1907 149,340 10,200,137 401,58 33,796,425
1908 124,015 8,584806 277,036 24,034,193 ~ ,
1909 143,661 10,115,793 184,957 16,274,250 ,,

*9 months.

CriLED BEEF Imported into the United Kingdom from North America and Argentine.

Year. North Aierica. Argentine.

Quarters. Quarters.
18c95 .. ý..... .... .... ... .. .. ............---------- ----.---- ---.--...... 990,00
18î6 ................ .. .... .... -- -- ... ...------- --.......... 1,245,000 .. . . .. . .1897. ....... .. ...... .... . .. ..........-.-.... .. .. .... 1,345,0001898 ...... ... .......... .. ...... ............. ..... .... ........ 1,381,000
1899 ... .......... ..... ..... . ... . .. · · · · · · · · · · . ... ........ 1, 5 , 01900 .. 7................-- . · · · · · · · · · · .. -. .. 1,720,000
1901 ....................... ... ... ..... ....1..... .... ..... . . . 1,90f 9.000 24 91
19 .. ..2................ ............... -- .. -- ... -- .......... 1,374,000 94,4981908. . . . . . .......... ..... ... · · ..-. - .- ......... 1,616,000w 142,542190)4 .. ............ ........ · · · ·... - - -.·. .···.. .. . 1,4,38,000 19 8 001 ............. ........ · · ·- ....... 0...... 1,33 ,000 402,1951906.... ........... .. ··. .. -.-....... 1,456,000 454,6131907 ..... ........ ....... .....-- .-............ . 1,451,000 427,0421908 .. ... . ....... ....... . .... . ... - ............ . 859,000 767.2841909 ......... . ..... ... ............. . .- . . .... 521.000 1.- M I i.



Whether or not the improved values will greatly increase the beef stocks of the
United States is a question yet to be decided. Those in a position to judge of the
future look for the home demand to quite overtake the supply within a few years.
Packing house magnates, who have established retail shops in Great Britain and have
supplied them from their own abattoirs, appear to see the handwriting on the wall, and
already have established plants in the midst of new sources of supply. At Edmonton,
Hamilton and Winnipeg, Chicago firms have in operation large packing bouses, and at
Toronto, the Union Stock Yards have been taken over by a Chicago firm. At the latter
point buyers representing some half dozen large United States firms are on hand from
week to week te bid for the offerings of export cattle. During the smmer months
of 1909 through the agency of these buyers more export cattle were shipped from
Toronto than from any other point in America, Chicago following next in order for
this period.

It is in South America that Chicago firins are extending their business most
rapidly. Two of the strongest corporations already have in operation in the Argentine
extensive chilling and freezing plants, and are expanding their operations se rapidly
as te give currency to the opinion that they are on a fair way to acquire controlling
power of Argentine meat supplies.

That the Argentine Republic occupies a favourable position in regard to its
future beef production is already demonstrated. Its immense areas of rich, grazing
and farming lands, well adapted to the growing of the finest of cattle foods, including
alfalfa and corn; its large herds of breeding stock, graded up with the blood of the
best British Shorthorn and Hereford families; its temperate climate, rendering the
housing of growing and fattening stock unnecessary; and, withal, its enterprising and
wealthy stock owners make a combination not possessed by any other country.

As shown by the above table upon exports of live cattle, the Argentine made a
creditable beginning in sending cattle to the British market, which trade was stopped
short because of disease in Argentine heirds. No sooner had this been accomplisbed
than they commenced te ship fresh beef in chilled condition, and to-day they have
steamship facilities by which chilled beef is delivered in Great Britain in merchantable
condition. The table on ehilled beef shows how that country overtook in 1908, and
surpassed in 1909, the exports of this product from North America, which means the
United States. Indications are that the Argentine Republic, on account of its coun-
try, stock and facilities, will very soon dominate the chilled beef supply of Great
Britain. With the termination of experts from the United States the demand upon
the Argentine will so increase as to quickly show itself in improved values, which will
assure the continuation of good priees for beef cattle, not only in the Argentine, but
also in competing countries including Canada.

A phase of the question which should not be-overlooked is the uncertainty of the
supply from South America. As is well known the Argentine is subject to severe
droughts, but, against this, must b. set the adaptability of much of the country to
irrigation. Then the Republic of Uruguay is looming up as a cattle country. It
possesses fine grazmg lands and much attention is now being given te the improvement
of its cattle, of whieh it has some five million head which are not run in large bands,
as in the Argentine, but in smaller herds, as in Canada. This country bas already
entered the list of those exporting beef and may yet assume an important position in
this regard.

The Situation in Canada.

Canadian beef cattle raisers have not been more wise than their neighbours te the
South in the matter of keeping up their breeding herds. Both in Canada and the
United States during the years 1908 and 1909, when industrial advancement and in-
crease of population were unusually marked, the beef cattle stock bas been allowed
to fail even behind that of previous years. Figures representing cattle, other than
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, show a decrease of almost a
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